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Abstract 

This study applies chomsky's Barriers verston of 
government binding theory ta subject clitic pranouns and 

subject-verb agreement processes in Somali. It i~ proposed 

that Somali has a contra st betwe~n strong and weak subject
verb agreement, indicated as AGRs and AGRw respectively. seL 

is possible i~f AGR=AGRs • seL is obligatory if subject is 

pro, the null pronominal. SCL is excluded in case of short 
subject extraction, which is only possible from the domain of 

AGRw. The prohibition against short subject extraction from 

the domain of AGRs is attributed to principle B of Aoun' s 

generalized bindir.g theory. Long subject extraction from the 
domain of AGRs is possible if an intermediate trace in [NP, CP] 

deletes before binding theory. The analysis is extended to 
subject extraction ill Italian, including the Trentina dialect, 

and Modern Irish. 
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Résumé 

Dans notre étud:- nous nous proposons d'appliquer la 

théorie de gouvernement et de liage, telle qu'elle parait dans 

la version Barriers de Chomsky, aux prénoms clitiques sujet 

(SCL) et aux processus en somali de l'accord sujet-verbe. 

Nous pensons que le somali présente des contrastes entre 

l'accord fort (AGRs> et faible (AGRw) du sujet-verbe. Le SeL 

est obligatoire si le sujet est pro, cela veut dire que le 

prénom est vide. Le SCL est exclu en cas de l'extraction 

courte du suj et laquelle n'est possible que du domaine dt:! 

AGRw. On attribue au Principe B de la théorie généralisée du 

1 iage, mise sur le compte de J. Aoun, l'interdiction de 

~'extraction courte du sujet du domaine de AGRs. Par contre, 

l'extraction longue du sujet du domaine de AGRs est possible 

si on abandonne pro sur le terrain de l'extraction et qu'on 

efface la trace intermédiaire dans [NP, CP] avant d' appliq'-er 

la théorie du liage. Notre analyse de l'extraction du sujet 

comprend l'italian, surtout le dialecte du Trentino, et 

l'irlandais moderne. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Objectives and Theoretical Framework 

The objective of this study is ta extend the Barriers 

version of government binding theory ta a range of phenomena 

in the syntax of Somali, a Cushitic language spoken in 

Somalia, Djibouti, and adjacent parts of Ethiopia and Kenya. 

There are essentially two reasons for undertaking a study of 
this kind. In the first place, given the nativist claims of 

generative grammar, one expects to find common prj nciples 

underlying the diversity of human languages. The claim is 

that certain principles derived from the ~lose study of 

English, Romance, and other relatively well-studied languages, 

are attributable to the human speech facul ty. As these 

principles are part of our biological endowment, we expect to 

find them at work in other languages as weIl. Therefore, 

extending the theory to Somali may permit an account of the 

known facts of the language that achieves a higher degree of 

explanatory adequacy. To the extent that such a project is 

successful, it a: iO supports the claims made for the theory. 

At the same time, the problems that are inevi tably 

encountered in such an undertaking may contr ibute to the 

development of the theory. In recent years, the extension of 

trans.:ormational generative grammar to 'new· languages has 

been an especially fruitful area of research. Classic 

examples include Jaeggli (1982), for discussion of cli tics and 

null objects in Romance, Rizzi (1982, c.2), for comparative 

treatment of Subjacency in English and Italian, and Kayne 

(1975 and subsequent work) for extensive and varied work on 

French. 

The present study will examine a range of phenomena in 

Somali syntax which have been attested since the earliast 

1 
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western literature on the language. The basic facts are well 

documented, al"' l have relied in large part on the published 

literature, as described in section 1.2 below 1 supplemented by 

approximately thirty-six hours of work with native speakers. 

In the course of this study, l shall move from questions that 

are particular to Somali, to questions of greater generality 

and theoretical interest. It will be shown that Somali has a 

contrast between strong and weak subject-verb agreement that 

accounts for a wide range of syntactic phenomena, and that 

Somali is, in the relevant sense, a null subject language. 

Finally, l shall propose a new analysis of subject extraction 

in null subject languages, based upon the Barriers framework, 

and incorporating the generalized binding the ory of Aoun 

(1985). 

This study assumes the government binding the ory of 

Chomsky (1981), and the most recent version of this theory, as 

developed in Chomsky (1986, henceforth Barriers), works cited 

therein, and more recent work within the same frarnework. 

Chomsky (1981) is usually associated with 'government binding 

theory', and Barriers with the 'Barriers framework' or 

'approach'. These terms are convenient, although they may be 

misleading, insofar as they suggest more discontinuity between 

these versions of the theory than in fact exists. 

Familiarity with the the ory is dssurned here, and the 

reader is referred t.o the works ci ted for discussion and 

exposition of the same. Nevertheless, it will be useful ta 

sketch the broad outline of the theory and to define a number 

of terms, for the sake of reference later in this study, ana 

to minimize confusion that might arise because sorne terms have 

had varying usage, as the the ory has developed. 

The leading idea behind Barriers is that certain 

structures are 'barr iers ' to government and bounding, and 

should be given a unified treatment, such that government i5 

blocked by a single barrier, while bounding, which is subject 

to a weaker locality condition, is blocked by two barriers. 
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Hence, we have a definition of 'barrier' (2), based in part 
upon the definition of a blocking cltegory (1): 

(l) Blocking category (Barriers, 14) 

Q is a blocking category (BC) for ~ iff c is not L
marked (i.e. not directly theta-marked by a lexical 
category) and c dominates ~. 

(2) Barrier (Barriers, 14) 

Q is a barrier for ~ iff (a) or (b) 
Ca) ç immediately dominates g, d a BC for Qi 
(b) Q is a BC for b, Q ~ IP 

Q is understood (Barriers, 14) to be a maximal 

projection, and 'immediate!y dominate' is understood to be a 

relation between maximal projections. 

As weIl, Chomsky proposes a Minimality Condition, which 

has the effect of reducing ambiguity of government. The basic 

idea is that g cannot govern ~ if there is a 'closer' category 
which governs Q, even if g would otherwise gavern Q: 

(3) Minimality Condition (Barriers, 42) 

Q is a barrier for Q if Q is the immediate 
projection of g, a zero-Ieve! category distinct 
from Q. 

Note that Chomsky also considers a wider definition of 

the Minimality Condition in which Q is a barrier if it is 'a' 

projection. The narrower definition in (3) permits a 

specifier to be gov~rned from outside a maximal projection, 

while the broader definition does nota 

Given this definition of barrier, we may proceed to the 

definition of 'government' (5), itself based in part on the 
definition of 'm-command,t (4): 



l 
(4) M-command (Barriers, 8) 

g m-commands ~ iff g does not dominate~, and every 
maximal projection that dominates g dominates ~. 

(5) Government (Barriers, 8) 

g governs ~ lff g m-commands ~ and there is no ç, ç 
a barrier for ~, such that ç excludes ~.2 

4 

In a typical case like (6), g will not govern ~ if ç is 
a barrier for }2: 

(6) ••• a •.. [c ••• b ••• ] 

By the Minimality condition, in (7) ç is a barrier for ~ 

if c is the immediate projection of g, a zero-level category 

distinct from Q (Barriers, 42); in this configuration, g 

cannot govern }2: 

(7) ••• a .•• [c ••• d ..• b ••• ] 

We shall aiso need to define proper government, a 

stronger relationship than government aione: 

(8) Proper government (Barriers, 17) 

g properly governs }2 iff g theta-governs or 
antecedent governs ~. 

Theta-government may be defined as in (9): 

(9) Theta-government 

g theta-governs ~ iff g is a zero-level category 
that theta-marks QI and g, Q are sisters. 

Theta-government may be viewed as feature sharing between 

a he ad and the theta-grid of a maximal projection that it 

theta-marks, along the lines of Stowell (1981). The core case 

is proper government by a verb of its complement. Antecedent 

• 
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government holds between the links of a chain, and is 

expressed by means of co-indexing. 

proper government plays a prominent role in the theory, 

in particular in conjunction with the Lmpty Category Principle 

(ECP) : 

(10) Empty Category Principle (Barriers, 16; 
Saito, 257) 

Trace must be properly governed. 

Lasnik and 

originally, the ECP applied to aIl empty categories 

(Chomsky 1981, 250). The Barriers framework, following Lasnik 

and Saito, restricts the ECP to traces. 

Government, proper government, and the ECP have been part 

of the theory at least since chomsky (1981) i the idea of 

barriers and the Minimality Condition were introduced in 

Barriers, though, as always, one may find antecedents in the 

earlier Iiterature. 

To the above, must be added the following element of the 

Barriers framework which shall figure in this study. Barriers 

presents a revised version of X-bar theory, in which IP (= S) 

and CP (= S') are projections of l ('Inflection') and C 

('Complementizer') respectively. IP and CP, to use the 

current terminology, are therefore not defective structures 

within the X-bar system. This has a number of consequences, 

including c-command of the subject ([NP,IP) from the 

specifier of CP. English phrase structure, therefore, is 

essentially as in (11): 



(11) 
CP 

NP~C' 
C~IP 

NP~I' 
l ~'VP 

6 

These brief notes will suffice for the present; l shall 

return to them as necessary. 

1.2 Somali Orthography and Related Issues 

In 1972, the Somali ~emocratic Republic adopted a 

standardized orthography for the Somali language, based upon 

the northern dialect, and using a western alphabet. Livnat 

(1984, 5-6) describes the system as phonetic, with most 

symbols representing 'standard phonetic transcription'. The 

principle exceptions, as noted in Livnat (1984) and Saeed 

(1987), are the following: 

c voiced pharyngeal fricative 
x voiceless pharyngeal fricative 
sh voiceless palatal fricative 
j voiceless palatal affricate 
kh voiceless velar fricative 

glottal stop 
dh voiced retroflex alveolar stop 
q voiceless uvular stop 

As weIl, two consecutive vowels represent a long vowel. 

See Saeed (1987, 13-26) for more details. Livnat (1984) and 

Saeed (1987) use standard Somali orthography. Examples taken 

from sources using other transcriptions will be converted to 

standard orthography without comment. 

Hyman (1981) characterizes Somali as a tonal accent 

language, with tone introduced by morphological categories, 
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\ features, and construction types. 

of the use of tone: 3 

(12) 

(13) 

Natural gender (Hyman 1981, 

masculine 

nail 'lamb (m) , 
lnan 'son, boy' 
nâcas 'stupid ma;;}' 
qaalin 'young camel (m) , 

Number (Hyman 1981, 172) 

singular 

tüug 
kalax 
balli 
Soomaali 

plural 

tuug 
kalax 
bal11 
Soomaall 

7 

The following are samples 

172 ) 

feminine 

nall 
inân 
nacâs 
qaalln 

'lamb (f) , 
'daughter, girl' 
'stupid woman' 
'young camel 

'thief' 
'ladle' 

(f) , 

'water reservoir' 
'Somali man/Somali 

people 

(14) Nominative Case (Saeed 1987, 20) 

nominat i ve4 

shabeelkii 
nin 

non-nominati ve 

shabeelkli 
nln 

'the leopard' 
'man' 

The Case distinction in (14) will arise in section 2 of 

this study. However, for the most part, tone is not relevant 

to the range of phenomena discussed here. Tone is not 

indicated in standard Somali orthography. 
The fa ct that Somali has an official orthography suggests 

that the language is more standardized than is actually the 

case. There seems to be significant dialectal variation, 

although Somalis claim that aIl dialects are mutual1y 

intelligible. This problem is not entirely surmountable at 

present. In order to place this work on the solidest possible 

foundation, l have restricted my discussion to a core of 

wide1y documented phenomena respecting focus, subject clitics, 

sUbject-verb agreement, and nominative Case marking. Although 
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there have been various accounts of these phenomena, all 

studies agree on the basic facts. 

At chis point it is appropriate ta acknowledge my debts 

to previous work on Somali. Although l had approximately 

thirty-six hours of field work with Somalis living in Montreal 

and Saskatoon, Canada, l owe a great deal to the work of B. W. 

Andrzejewski, F. Antinucci, C.R.V. Bell, C. El-Solami-Mewis, 

L. Hyman, M.A. Livnat, A. Puglielli, J.I. Saeed, and F. 

Serzisko. l have particularly relied upon Livnat (1984), 

whose approach to the issues treated here is closest to my 

own. 
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Notes 

1. 'M-command' is based upon the earlier notion of 'c
command', wtâch is still current, although it will not be used 
here: 

i. c-command (Reinhart 1983, 18) 

g c-commands ~ iff the branching note immediately 
dominating g also dominates b. 

2. The question of 'exclusion' is peripheral to the main 
argument here. chomsky proposes (Barriers, 6) that adjunction 
is possible only to a maximal projection that is a 
nonargument. One such case is adjunction of a complement of 
V to VP, creating a structure like (i): 

(i) [b a [b"']] 

In this adjunction structure, ~ has two segments. 
Following May (1985), Chomsky proposes (Barriers, 7f.) that a 
category is dominated by ~ only if it is dominated by every 
segment of~. Consider th en an adjuction structure like (ii): 

(ii) .•• d .•. [c a [c ... b .•• ]] 

Suppose c is a barrier. Then in order to insure that c 
governs ~, we shall say that g 'excludes' g, but c does note 
In particular, 

(iii) ~ excludes ~ if no segment of g dominates ~. 

3. Saeed (1987) uses acute and grave accent to indicate high 
and falling tone, respectivelYi low tone is unmarked. Hyman 
(1981) reduces the Somali tone system to high and low tone. 
l have selected samples from Hyman (1981) that are consistent 
with Saeed (1987). 

4. Saeed (1987) uses the terms 'subject' and 'absolutive' 
Case . 
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2. Somali Syntax and Subject Clitic Pronouns 

In the first t:'art of this section, l shall introduce some 

basic facts concerning Somali syntax. It is not my intent to 
provide a general introduction to the language; for that, the 

reader is referred to Saeed (1987), El-Solami-Mewis (1987), 
Bell (1953), and the authors cited at the end of part 1. Only 
those features will be discussed that are relevant to the 

issues treated here. 
After this basic orientation, l shall examine the series 

of 'weak' or 'pre-verbal' subject pronouns in Somali, which 

will be shown to be sUbject clitic pronouns (SCLs). This 

discussion will be essentially theory-neutral, and is 
preliminary to section 3, where SCLs, agreement processes, and 
null subjects will be discussed within a government binding 

framework. 

2.1 Introduction 

Lat us begin by considering a couple of simple sentences 

like (1). Note that SVO and SOV word-order are both quite 

common; they are presented here without prejudice. 

(1) 

a. 

b. 

nin-kii wuu arkay 
man-the F-he saw 
'The man saw the woman' 

nin-kii naag-tii 
(same meaning) 

wuu 

naag-tii 
woman-the 

arkay 

-kii/-tii are respectively masculine and feminine 

determiners. In standard Somali, these determiners display 

Cas el through tone: non-nominative Case has high tone, which 

is lowered under nominative Case assignment. High tone is 
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also lowered in sentence-final position (Livnat 1984, 28, n. 

2), so that naagti i has lowered tone in ( 1) a. There is a 

second set of determiners in which Case is marked by vowel 

alternation: -ka/-ta for non-nominative, and -ku/-tu for 

nomina~:ive. The latter series is generally used for proximate 

reference, while -k1i/-t1i is used for remote reference, i.e. 

with respect to events that are distant or in the pasto The 

distribution of these determiners is summarized in (2): 

(2) masc. fem. 

+nom. -nom. +nom. -nom. 

proximate -ku -ka -tu -ta 

remote -kii -k1i -tii -t1i 

No attempt will be made here to formulate the 

morphological rules underlying this paradigme 

The verb arka~ displays subject agreement for person, 

number, and gender. Somali verbs exhibit rich inflectional 

morphology, including an alternation between 'extensive' and 

'restrictive' paradigms, reflecting relatively strong and weak 

sUbject-verb agreement. 2 The restrictive paradigm is used in 

the case of short subj ect extraction by WH-movement, focus, or 

relativizationi the extensive paradigm occurs elsewhere, 

including long subject extraction from sentential complement. 

The extensive and restrictive paradigms for the past" tense of 

the verb 'to see' are illustrated in (3):3 

(3) extensive restricti ve 

ls arkay arkay 
2s aragtay arkay 
3sm arkay arkay 
3sf aragtay aragtay 
1p aragnay aragnay 
2p aragteen arkay 
3p arkeen arkay 
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The extensive paradigm does not have distinctive forms 

for every person-number; nevertheless, i t ref lects r icher 
sUbject-verb agreement than the restrictive paradigm. 

wuu represents the verb focus particle CFP) waa plus the 

3sm subject clitic (SeL) uu. Every indicative rnatrix clause, 

and only the matrix clause, has one, and only one, FP. In the 

case of Cl), this is the verb FP waa, and occurs in the outer 

layer of a complex of pre-verbal particles. 4 SCLs co-occur 

with the extensive paradigrn only, and seL and extensive 
paradigm conjointly distinguish aIl person-nurnbers, as in (4). 

Observe that neither seL nor verb alone can uniforrnly 

distinguish the person-number of the subject. 

(4) ls 
2s 
3sm 
3sf 
1p( inc) 
1p (exc) 
2p 
3p 

aan 
aad 
uu 
ay 
aynu 
aanu 
aydu 
ay 

arkay 
aragtay 
arkay 
aragtay 
aragnay 
aragnay 
aragteen 
arkeen 

waa was described above as the verb FP, although in fact 

i t is unclear whether i t focuses V, VP, or whether i t is 

neutral with respect to focus. Livnat (1984, 95-99) takes it 

to be a verb focus marker', while Saeed (1984, 184f.) rejects 

this approach. NP focus is, in this respect, less 

problematic. The focused NP moves to sentence-initial 

position and is followed by the FP baa or ayaa. s (5) 

illustrates NP focus in a simple sentence. Note that the FP 

baa + the 3srn SCL uu becomes buu, comparable to wuu above. NP 

focus movement is particularly clear in (5)b, where the 

focused object and baa or buu appear before the subject. 
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(5) 

a. ninkli baa/*buu arkay 
man-the F I*F-he saw 
'The man saw the woman' 

naagtii 
woman-the 

b. naagtli baa/buu ninkii arkay 
woman-the F IF-he man-the saw 
'The man saw the woman' 

13 

(5)a and (5)b have the same meaning, apart from focus. 6 

Note that the 3sm SCL uu is optional in (5) b, but is 

unqrammatical in (5) a. Accounting for this distribution will 

be one objective of this study. 

In (6)a below, the subject of the sentential complement 

has been extracted to the matrix clause, where it appears in 

sentence-initial position, followed by baan , representing the 

FP baa and the matrix clause SCL aan. In the case of subject 

extraction from a sentential complement, the SCL and the 

extensi ve verb paradigm 

complement, as in (6)a. 

are required in the sentential 

In (6)a and (6)b, the SCL in the 

sentential complement has cliticized onto the complementizer 

in. 

(6) Livnat (1984, 43) 

a. Cali baan mooday [inuu Berbera ka yimid] 

b. 

Ali F-I thought that-he Berbera from came 
'I thought that Ali came from Berbera' 

Maryan baan mooday [inuu 
Maryan F-I thought that-he 
'I thought Ali saw Maryan' 

Cali 
Ali 

arkay) 
saw 

Any NP may be focused, including adjuncts and NP 

extracted from a sentential complement. 

What l am calling NP focus, with the FP baa or ~aa, may 

also be used to focus a clause, as in (7): 



"" 
~~ 

... "'1-

""le 

14 

(7) Saeed (1987, 236) 

a. inuu sugo ayaan u sheegay 
that-he wait F-I to told 
'I told him to wait' 

b. inaan tago ayaan doonayaa 
that-I go F-I want 
'I want to gQ' 

The choice of consti tutent te focus is determined in part 

by discourse constraints, so that (9)a, but not (9)b or (9)c, 
is an appropriate response to (8). Note that (9)b and (9)c 
are fully grammatical, but are inappropriate in the given 

discourse. 

(8) yaa arkay naagtii 
who saw woman-the 
'Who saw the woman?' 

(9) 

a. ninkli baa arkay naagtii7 

man-the F saw woman-the 
'The man saw the woman' 

b. #naagt1i buu ninkii arkay 
woman-the F-he man-the saw 
'The man saw the woman' 

c. #ninkii wuu arkay naagtii 
man-the F-he saw woman-the 
'The man ~ the woman' (or 'saw the woman') 

l shall not deal wi th the pragmatic and discourse 

functions determining focus. l shall assume, however, that 
the generation of FPs and movement (if any) of FPs and focused 

NPs occurs in the syntactic component of the grammar. 

At the outset, l stated that SVO and SOV word order, as 

in (l)a and (1)b, are both quite common. In fact, Somali has 

relatively free wo:r:d order, so that (l)a and (l)b are 
synonymous with each other and with (10)a to {lO)c, and (11)a 

to (ll)C are also synonymous with each other: 

i 
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(1) 

a. 

b. 

(10) 

a. 

b. 

c. 

(11) 

a. 

b. 

c. 

ninkii wuu arkay naagtii 
man-the F-he saw woman-the 
'The man saw the woman' 

ninkii naagtli wuu arkay 

naagtli ninkii wuu arkay 

naagtli wuu arkay ninkii 

wuu arkay ninkii naagtii 

naagtli buu ninkii arkay 
woman-the F-he man-the saw 

ninkii naagtli buu arkay 

naagtli buu arkay ninkii 

15 

S F-V 0 

S 0 F-V 

o S F-V 

o F-V S 

F-V S 0 

O-F S V 

S Q-F V 

O-F V S 

The variations under (1) , (10), and (11) are not equa Il y 

valued, and some (e.g. (10» are quite marked. Aside from the 

effects of NP focus movement, SVO and SOV are by far the Most 

comman worù orders. See L~vnat (1984, 7) for a similar range 

of data. Although some of the above are marked structures and 

are rather unnatural, they are of a different order of 

acceptability from (12)a and (12)b, which are entirely 

ungrammatical. 

(12 ) 

a. *ninkii wuu naagtli arkay S F 0 V 

b. *arkay ninkli baa naagtii V S-F 0 

Expressed in terms that are appropriate ta this stage of 

the discussion, (12) a is ungrammatical because a NP occurs 

between the verb focus complex wuu and the verb. (12) b is 
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ungrammatical because a focused NP occurs in post-verbal 

position. 

It is misleading to suggest that Somali has free word 

order, insofar as that is understood to mean that constituents 

are freely 'scrambled'. Consider (10)c, in which the subject 

is in post-verbal position. This is only possible if the seL 
uu is present (recall, waa+uu --> wuu); there is 

characteristically a pause before the post-verbal sul>ject (cf. 

Saeed (1984, 36»; and the sentence is appropriate only 

within contexts determined by rather ill-understood discourse 

constraints. This suggests that Somali word order is not at 

aIl free, but that there are features of the language that 

permi t a range of NP movement not available in a language like 

English. Nonetheless, the variation exemplified by (1), (10), 

and (11) complicates the task of determining basic, i.e. 0-

structure, word order in Somali. 

Finally, it is appropriate to indicate that there are 

several c01nIl\on types of Somali sentence that will not be 

investigated here, as in (13), (14), and (15). 

(13) 

a. walaalkay waa barre 
brother-my F teacher 
'My brother is a teacher' 

b. tareenkii waa raagay 
train-the F late 
'The train i6 late' 

c. ninka guursaday walaalshay waa alwaaxqorre 

(14) 

a. 

man-the married sister-my F carpenter 
'The man who married my sister is a carpenter' 

duqdii waxay bilisay 
old woman-the what-she boiled 
'The old woman boiled water' 

(waa) biyo 
F water 
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( 15) 

a. 

b. 

Axmed wuxuu cabay (waa) sigaar 
Ahmed what-he smoked F cigarette 
'Ahmed smoked a cigarette 1 

Livnat (1984, 91-92) 

waxaa lacagta rabay 
F money-the wanted 

ninka 
man-the 

'The man wanted the money' 

wuxuu yaqaan ninka dheeri 
F-he knows man-the tall 
'The tall man knows Maryan' 

Maryan 
Mal yan 

These sentences display verbless predication. 

17 

(13)a to 

(13)c are of the structure 'NP waa X', where X is predicated 

of NP. The sentences in (14) and (15) employ waxaa, the 50-

called 'heralding ' focus;8 as in (13), the final NP is 

focused. 

2.2 Subject Clitics 

l have been claiming, in effect, that the subject 

pronouns in such sentences as ( .1.), ( 5), and (6) above are 

subject clitics (SeLs). It is now time to examine that claim 

explicitly. Somali has two series o~ sUbject pronouns, as in 

(16) :9 

(16) SeL full pronoun 

ls aan aniga 
2s aad adiga 
3sm uu isaga 
3sf ay iyada 
1p(inc) aynu innaga 
1p(exc) aanu annaga 
2p aydu idinka 
3p ay iyaga 

The standard literature on Somali employs a variety of 

terminology with respect to what l am calling 'subject 
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clitics' and 'full' pronouns. Bell (1953) calls them 'simple' 

and 'emphatic' pronouns. AndTzejewski (1964) calls them 

'preverbal' and 'substantive' pronouns. Antinucci and 

Puglielli (1980 and 1984) call them 'short' and 'long' forms. 

serzisko (1984) calls them 'abhaengig' pronouns and 

'unabhaengig' or 'emphatisch' pronouns. Saeed (1984 and 1987) 

calls them 'weak' or 'verbal' pronouns in the case of the 

former, 'independent " '~ubstanti ve', or 'emphatic' in the 

latter. El-Solami-Mewis (1987) calls them 'Kurzformen' and 

'emphatische Formen'. Livnat (1984) calls them 'clitic' and 

'full' pronouns. Li vnat also r.::onsiders the cli t.ics to be 

resumptive pronouns when they occur in conjunction with 

sUbject extraction from a sentential complement, as in (6)a. 

l have adopted the terms 'clitic' and 'full' pronoun from 

Livnat, although my analysis of their status and location is 

substantially different. Underlying the terminological 

confusion is a variety of assumptions as to the syntactic 

status of what l am calling seLs. Saeed (1984), for example, 

evidently assumes that 'weak' pronouns occur in argument 

positions, a point on which l shall differ. However, aIl of 

the above authors agree on the basic facts, and in particular 

on the distribution of these pronouns. 

For expository reasons, l shall temporarily use the term 

'weak' subject pronoun Îor what 1 have been calling 'subject 

clitics'. Given the uncertainty as to the status of 'weak' 

subject pronouns, it is appropriate to review evidence in 

support of the claim that they are, in fact, subject clitics. 

zwicky (1985) and Kayne (1974) of fer a number of 

diagnostics for distinguishing clitics from full pronouns. If 

they apply to Somali weak subje~t pronouns, then these pattern 

with the more familiar cases of clitics, particularly from the 

Rom.ance languages. It must be understood that these 

diagnostics represent generalizations rather than sets of 

rules. Exceptions may be found to many of them. In fact, it 

is unclear whether 'clitic pronoun' is even a valid category, 

i 
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and future research may lead us to abandon the term 
entirely.IO 

Zwicky (1985) offers a number of diagnostics for 

distinguishing clitics from independent words, expressed in 

terms that are relati vely theory-neutral. In particular, 

these diagnostics focus on the affix-like character of 

cl i tics. Not aIl of these diagnostics can be applied readily, 

in part for lack of information. However, the following 

criteria offer relatively clear results. 

Zwicky (1985) observes that an element that is strictly 

ordered with respect to adjacent morphemes is a clitic or an 

affiK, not an independent word. The weak subject pronouns in 

Somali are restricted in distribution to two positions (though 

l shall argue in section 4 that they are generated from a 

single position): clitized onto the NP FP baa or ayaa, in 

which case the FP + weak subject pronoun occur immediately 

after the focused NP; or cliticized onto the verb FP~, in 

which case the weak subject pronoun occupies a determinate 

position in the outer layer of pre-verbal morphemes. These 

are illustrated in (17) and (18) respectively.l\ The weak 

pronouns are underlined. 

(17) NP focus 

a. askariga bgy gabadhu aragtaa 
soldier-the F-she girl sees 
'The girl sees the soldier f 

b. guri aygy fundiyaalku dhisayaan 
house F-they craftsmen-the build 
'The craftsmen are bui lding a house' 

(18) Verb focus 

a. gabadhu wgy aragtaa askariga 
girl-the F-she sees soldier-the 
'The girl sees the soldier' 
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b. Maxamed wuu imanaya maanta 
Mohammed F-he arrive today 
'Mohammed will arrive today' 

They may also appear cliticized onto a WH-word, as in 

(19) : 

(19) 

a. muxuu Cali keeni doonaa 
what-he Ali bring will 
'What will Ali bring?' 

b. Livnat (1984, 109) 

yuu arkay Cali 
who-he saw Ali 
'Who did Ali see?' 

There are two constructions that are problematic for this 

criterion, in that the weak subject pronoun appears, or can 

appear, as an independent word. The first of the se is a 

relative clause, when it is a non-subject that is relativized. 

In this context, a weak pronoun may appear, either alone, or 

'doubling' a lexical NP subject. Note that the FP is not 

permitted in a subordinate clause. 

(20) Relative clause 

a. Saeed (1987, 229) 

buugga aan kuu keenayo 
book-the 1 to you bring 
'the book which l am bringing to you' 

b. Livnat (1984, 56) 

miiska uu Cali saaray buugga 
table-the he Ali put book-the 
'the table on which Ali put the book' 

As weIl, a weak subject pronoun may appear in a 

sentential complement as an independent word. In most cases, 
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it cliticizes onto the complementizer in, but cliticization is 

not obligatory, as in (21)b: 

(21) 

a. Axmed baa u malaynaya [inyy 
Ahmed F thinks that-he 

barraha] 
teacher-the 

berito 
tomorrow 

booqanayo 
visit 

'Ahmed thinks that he will visit the teacher tomorrow' 

b. Axmed baa u malaynaya [in berito uu booqanayo 
Ahmed F thinks that tomorrow he visit 

barraha] 
teacher-the 
(same meaning) 

In subject extraction from a sentential complement, a 

weak subject pronoun is present near the extraction site, Le. 

after the complementizer in and before the verbe The pronoun 

is co-referential with the extracted NP: 

( 22) 

a. yuu, u maleenayaa Cali [inyy, Faarax arkaYl 

b. 

who to thought Ali that-he Farah saw 
'Who did Ali think saw Farah?' 

ardayda l ayuu 
students-the F-he 

buugga akhriyan 
book-the read 

barruhu 
teacher-the 

faray [in~, 
made that-they 

'The teacher made the students read the book 1 

Zwicky (1985) also observes that clitics are never 

morphologically complexe That is true of the weak pronouns, 

which are invariant. Full pronouns, howevp.r 1 have the 

proximate determiner (cf. (16) above) and, in fact, may be 

inflected for Case, so that non-nominative aniga becomes 

nominati vs anigu. 12 This evidence also supports the claim 

that weak pronouns are SCLs. 
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An independent word is a syntactic constituent and can be 

subject to syntactic processesi a clitic is part of a word

like complexe In 2.1, l indicated that Somali has relatively 

free word order. NP movement is equally available to lexical 

NP and full pronoun. However, such movement is unavailable to 

weak pronouns. In (23) and (24), a lexical NP subject and a 

full pronoun respectively have been moved to post-verbal 

position. Such movement is impossible for weak subject 

pronouns, whether or not the focus particle is moved wi th i t, 

as in (25) and (26): 

(23) 

wuu iibsaday Cali faras 
F-he bought Ali horse 
'Ali bought a horse' 

(24) 

wuu iibsaday isagu faras 
F-he bought he horse 
'He bought a herse' 

(25) 

*waa iibsaday uu faras. 
F bought he horse 

'He bought a horse' 

(26) 

*iibsaday wuu faras 
bought F-he horse 
'He bought a horse' 

Similarly, NP focus may apply to a full proneun, as in 

(27), as freely as to a lexical NP, but cannot apply to a weak 

subj ect pronoun. 

i 
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(27) 

aniga baa libaax arkay 
l F lion saw 
'1 saw a lion' 

Kayne (1974, 81f.) includes an extended discussion of 

clitic pronouns in French, and in that context provides a 
number of criteria for distinguishing clitics from full 

lexical pronouns. l shall review only those diagnostics not 

also discuss<d in Zwicky (1985). 
Kayne (1974, 84) observes with respect to French, that 

nothing may intervene between a SCL and the verb, as in (28): 

(28) 

a. *11, parait-il, est fou. 
'He, it appears, is crazy.' 

b. Jean, parait-il, est fou.' 
'Jean, it appears, is crazy.' 

For Somali, this generalization is true of weak subject 

pronouns occurinq with waa (cf. (18», but it is false of 

those occuring with baa or ayaa (cf. (17» or with WH-words 

(cf. (19». It is patently not true of weak subject pronouns 

in relative clauses (cf. (20» or in sentential complements 

(cf. (21) and (22». This apparent anomaly must be set aside 

for now. What certainly can be observed at this point is that 
French SCLs and Somali weak subject pronouns are alike in 

enjoyinq restricted distribution. In particular, they cannot 

occur in isol~tion, as may be seen in (29) and (30), where B 

are grammatical, and C are ungrammatical responses to A. 
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(29) 

A Qui part? 
'Who is leaving? ' 

B lui, moi 
him, me 

C *i1, *je 
he, l 

(30) 

A: waa kuma ardayga ugu maskaxdafiican fasalka? 
Q who student-the to-there smartest class-the 
'Who is the smartest student in the class?' 

B: isaga, iyada, aniga 
him, her, me 

C: *uu, *ay, *aan 
he, she, l 

Kayne (1974, 86-87) notes that for many speakers of 

French, full pronouns ('strong' pronouns in his terminology) 

are not readily used in reference to inanimates. Hence, (31) a 

is doubtful, because the full prono'ln lui refers to an 

inanimate. (31)b is entirely acceptable, because it is the 

clitic le that refers to the inanimate. 

(31) 

a. ?Ce livre-la, elle ne lit plus que lui. 
'That book, she no longer reads anything but it.' 

b. On le lit partout, ton bouquin. 
'People are reading it everywhere, your book. ' 

Jaeggli (1982, 41) makes the same observation with 

respect to Spanish. (32)a and (32)b are ungrammatical, 

because the full pronoun élla refers to an inanimate; (32)c, 

in which the clitic la refers to the inanimate, is 

grammatical. 
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(32) 

a. *La mesa, vimos (a) élla en esa tienda. 
b. *La mesa, la vimos Ca) élla en esa tienda. 
c. La mesa, la vimos en esa tienda. 

'The table, we saw it in that store.' 

Thp same facts obtain in somali, sorne speakers evidently 

further restricting full pronouns to [+humanJ. Observe the 

contra st between (33) and (34). 

(33) 

a. gurigii wuu gubtay 
hou se-the F-he burned 
'The house burned' 

b. wuu gubtay 
F-he burned 
'It (the house) burned' 

c. *isagu wuu gubtay 
he F-he burned 
'It (the house) burned' 

(34) 

a. faraskii wuu turanturooday 
horse-the F-he tripped 
'The horse tripped' 

b. wuu turanturooday 
F-he tripped 
'It (the horse) tripped' 

c. isagu wuu turanturooday 
he F-he tripped 
'It (the horse) tripped' 

Kayne (1974, 90) further observes that clitics do not 

occur with modifiers, e.g.: 
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(35) 

a. *Partiront-ils deux? 
b. *Viendrez-vous autres? 

The same facts are easily confirmed of weak pronouns in 

Somali. The full pronoun iyaga can be modified, as in (36}b, 

but the weak pronoun in (36)c cannot. 

(36) 

a. beeralayda 00 dhan baa abuuraya galay maanta 
farmers-the aIl F plant maize today 
'AlI the farmers are planting maize today' 

b. iyaga 00 dhan baa abuuraya galay maanta 
they aIl F plant maize today 
'AlI of them are planting maize today' 

c. *ay 00 dhan baa abuur,aya galay maanta 
they aIl F plant maize today 
'AlI of them are planting maize today' 

As weIl, Kayne (1974, 90) notes ~hat clitics cannot be 

conjoined, as in (37). The same may be confirmed of weak 

pronouns in Somali in (38): 

(37) 

a. *Partiront il et elle? 
b. *Viendrez tu et Jean? 

(38) 

a. Cali iyo Axmed baa abuuraya galay 
Ali and Ahmed F plant maize 
'Ali and Ahmed are planting maize' 

b. Cali iyo isaga baa abuuraya galay 
Ali and him F plant maize 
'Ali and he are planting maize' 

c. *Cali iyo uu baa abuuraya galay 
Ali and he F plant maize 
'Ali and he are planting maize' 
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d. *uu iyo Cali baa abuuraya galay 
he and Ali F plant maize 
'He and Ali are planting maize' 

Interestingly, with respect to one range of facts 
observed by Kayne (1974, 87-88), French patterns quite 

differently than Somali. In French, cli tics are inflected for 

Case, as in (39); full pronouns are not. 

(39) 

a. Ils sont partis. 
'They left. 1 

b. Cet enfant les voit 
'That child sees them.' 

c. Sa mère leur parlera 
'His mother will speak to them.' 

As noted above, Somali full pronouns are morphologically 

complex and may be inflected for Case. Weak subject pronouns 

differ from weak object pronouns, but they also occur in 

different positions. ThereforG, they must be regarded as 
distinct constitutents, rather than as a single set which is 

inflected for Case. Note as weIl that the set of weak object 

pronouns is defective, lacking a third person, which makes 

them relatively more affix-like. 13 Be that as it may, it is 

clear from the evidence that Case is of no use as a diagnostic 

for distinguishing clitic and full pronouns in Somali. 

To the above, l would propose an additional 

generalization: if full and clitic pronouns are both 

available for a particular Case, the full pronoun must be 
'clitic doubled', i.e. if the full pronoun occurs, the clitic 

must occur as weIl. Jaeggli (1982, 40-41) notes that this is 

true for spanish: 
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( 40) 

a. *Vimos a él 

b. *Encontramos a élla 

c. *Juan visit6 a mi ayer 

( 41) 

a. Lo vimos a él 
'We saw him' 

b. La encontramos a élla 
'We found her' 

c. Juan me visitô a mi ayer 
'Juan visited me yesterday' 

(42 ) 

a. 

Compare these with (42): 

Vimos a Pedro 
'We saw Pedro' 

b. Encontramos a Marie en el parque 
'We found Marie in the park' 

c. Juan visité a sus padres ayer 
'Juan visited his parents yesterday' 
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Romanian has both full and clitic accusative and dative 

pronouns (Murrell and ~tefanescu-Dragane~ti, 1970). The full 

pronoun is always clitic doubled in the accusative, and 

'usually' clitic doubled in the dative: 14 

(43 ) 

a. Accusative (M & S, 168) 

l-am vazut pe el 
him-I have seen him 
'I saw him yesterday' 

ieri 
yesterday 
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b. Dative (M & S, 131) 

ce le place lor sa 
what them pleases them to 
'What do they like to do? 1 
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In fact, full subject pronouns in Somali require the 

presence of the weak pronoun (if available), suggesting 

therefore that the latter is a SCL, as in the following: 

(44) 

a. isagu wuu I*waa arkay 
he F-he F saw 
'He saw (him/her/it/them) 1 

b. Li vnat ( 1984, 24) 

ninkli baan/*baa 
man-the F-I F 
'I saw the man 1 

anigu 
l 

arkay 
saw 

Note that there are two contexts in Somali which are 

exceptions to the qeneralization. If a full subject pronoun 

is focused, it appears in non-nominative Case, and the weak 

sUbject pronoun is not permitted, as in (45)a. If a full 

pronoun occurs in the 'NP waa X' construction (described p. 

16-17 above), the full pronoun occurs in nominative Case and 

without weak subject pronoun, as in (45)b. 

( 45) 

a. isaga baa arkay 
he (-nom. ) F saw 
'He saw (him/her/it) 1 

b. El-Solami-Mewis (1987, 55) 

isagu waa arday 
he F student 
'He is a student' 

The considerations above have been directed to evidence 

that weak subject pronouns in Somali are in fact subject 
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clitics, rather th an independent words. However, as is weIl 

known, clitics occupy an indeterminate area between affixes 
and fully independent words. Having argued that they are not 

fully independent words, it is equally important to establish 

that they are not affixes. In fact, the behavior of weak 
pronouns in subordinate clauses «20), (21), and (22» is 
strong evidence that they are not affixes, particularly in 

sentential complements, where they may appear anylNhere between 
the verb and the complementizer. If anything, these weak 
pronouns are more 'independent' than the typical clitic, and 

hence more word-like. Nevertheless, Zwicky and pullum (J983, 

henceforth Z & P) of fer a number of diagnostics for 
distinguishing clitics from affixes. Without wishing to 
belabour the point, 1 shall briefly review sorne of their 

criteria and demonstrate that these weak pronouns are not 
affixes. 

Z & P (p. 503) say that clitics have a low degree of 

selection with respect to hosts, while affixes have a high 
degree of selection with respect to stems. Saeed (1987, 27f.) 

identifies three categories of verb in Somali: weak verbs, 

strong verbs, and the irregular verb yahay (' to be'), where 

these categories are broadly comparable to their equivalents 

in European languages. He also (Saeed 1987, 120-7) 

categorizes nouns into seven declensions. The weak subject 

pronouns in Somali show no selection with respect to any of 

these verb or noun categories. Moreover, the possible hosts 

for weak subject pronouns are restricted to FPs, WH-words, and 

the complementizer in. These comprise closed classes of words 
and therefore should not normally take aff ixes; 15 hence the 

weak subject pronouns attached to them are presumably seLs. 

z & P (p. 504) note that arbitrary gaps are more typical 

of affixes than clitics. There are no gaps in the set of weak 

subj ect pronouns (cf. ( 16) ) .16 

Z & P (p. 504) note that morphological and semantic 

idiosyncracies are more characteristic of affixed words than 

i 
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of clitic groups. There are no such idiosyncracies associated 

with the weak subject pronouns. 

They claim (Z & P, 504) that syntactic rules can affect 

affixed words, but cannot affect clitic groups. The weak 

sUbject pronouns appear to fail this diagnostic, since they 
are available to syntactic rules of movement, as in sentential 

complements. In fact, it is precisely their word-like status 

that makes them available to movement. 
By Most of the criteria reviewed above, the weak subject 

pronouns in Somali have the characteristics of clitic 

pronouns. The only feature that does not fit these 

diagnostics is the ability to move and to remain 
'independent', Le. not cliticize. This feature is obvious in 

sentential complements, and l shall argue in section 4 that 

movement occurs as weIl in the case of NP focus, if the 

pronoun is present. That being said, l shall return to using 

the term 'subject clitic' (SeL) for the Somali 'weak' subject 
pronoun. 

In this section, l have presented a preliminary analysis 

of Somali 'weak' subject pronouns, which have been shown to be 

SCLs, comparable to clitic pronouns in such better-known 

languages as French and Spanish. The analysis to this point 

has been theory-neutral. In the next section, l shall 

continue the analysis of SCLs, extending the discussion within 

a government binding framework to subject-verb agreement 

processes and null subjects. 
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Notes 

1. When capitalized, 'Case' will refer to grammatical case. 

2. The terms 'extensive' and 'restrictive' are due ta 
Andrzejewski (1964). 

3. The facts are actually quite complex. The paradigrns in 
(3) apply to the matrix clause only. There are four more 
paradigms: extensive and restrictive paradigms for 
subordinate clauses that are in subject arguments of the 
matrix clause, and extensive and restrictive paradigms for 
subordinate clauses that are in non-subject arguments of the 
matrix clause. l reproduce from Livnat (1984, 59) the 
paradigms for the verb keen (' bring') in the present tense 
general (simple): 

( i) Matrix clause 

extensive restrictive 

ls keenaa keena 
2s keentaa keena 
3sm keenaa keena 
3sf keentaa keenta 
1p keennaa keenna 
2p keentaan keena 
3p keenaan keena 

( ii) Subordinate clause: subject 

extensive restrictive 

ls keenaa keenaa 
2s keentaa keenaa 
3sm keenaa keenaa 
3sf keentaa keentaa 
lp keennaa keennaa 
2p keentaan keenaa 
3p keenaan keenaa 

( iv) Subordinate clause: non-subject 

extensive restrictive 

1s keeno keena 
2s keento keena 
3sm keeno keena 
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3sf keento keenta 
1p keenno keenna 
2p keentaan keena 
3p keenaan keena 

Somali verb morphology is discussed in detail in 
Andrzejewski (1956, 1968, and 1969) • 

4. There is, in fact, a range of pre-verbal particles and 
clitics, of which waa and the seL form the outer layer. Hyman 
(1981, 176) provides an inventory of this pre-verbal material. 
He attributes the information to F. Antinucci: 

1 

soo 
waa 
ma 
ha 
etc. 

2. 

3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

2 3 4 5 6 Verb 

la i u ma soo 
aan ku ka sii 
uu is la 
ay etc. etc. 
etc. 

1. indicators (focused modality markers) 
impersonal subject markers and short subject 

pronouns (i.e. sUbject clitic pronouns--APH) 
abject pronouns 
prepositions 
negation marker 
deictic marker 

See aiso Saeed (1987, 200-1) 

5. El-Solami-Mewis (1987, 88) claims that ayaa may precede 
or follow the focused NP. This variation is not attested 
elsewhere, to my knowledge, and presumably reflects dialect 
variation. 

6. Underlining in the gloss indicates the focused element. 
For the most part, l shall not indicate focus in the gloss, 
unless it is relevant ta the discussion. 

7. Note that the focused subject ninkii has non-nominative 
Case. This will be discussed below. 

8. See Livnat (1984,87-94 and 123, no. 26). Aiso see Saeed 
(1964, 42-77). 

9. Somali aiso has direct and indirect abject markers in the 
pre-verbal comples, which may be viewed as clitics or 
inflection, a question that will not be addressed here. See 
note 4 above for the location of these elements. 
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i. El-Somali-Mewis (1987, 165) 

Direct object Indirect Object 

15 i ii 
2s ku kuu 
3sm u 
3sf u 
1p (inc) ina inoo 
1p(exc) na noo 
2p idin idiin 
3p u 

The direct object paradigm is defective, lacking third 
person. 

10 • However, Roberge ( 1986 c , 91 f .) argues tha t the term 
"clitic pronoun H represents a basic linguistic category. 

Il. See also note 4 above. 

12. Andrzejewski (1961) reports that full pronouns may also 
take the remote determiner, e. g. anig li, adigli, isag 1 i, 
iyadli, etc. However, the proximate determiner seems to be 
much more frequent. 

13. See notes 4 and 8 above. 

14. M & 5 employ the terms 'stressed' and 'unstressed' for 
full and clitic pronouns. 

15. This was brought to my attention by M. Baker. 

16. The gaps in the direct object paradigm, therefore, make 
these latter relatively affix-like, as noted above. 
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3. Subject Clitics and Agreement 

In section 2, l presented evi.dence that so-called 'weak 1 

subject pronouns in Somali are actllally SCLs. In this 
section, l shall explore the relationship of the SCL to the 
subject position and agreement processes. 

3.1 Subjects and the SCL 

Let us beqin by considering the contrasts in (1) to (4), 
with IP and CP indicated. The FP+SCL complex is underlined. 

(1) 

a. [lP hooyaday waa karisay soorta] 
mother-my F cooked cornmeal-the 
'My mother cooked the cornmeal' 

b. [ IP hooyaday way karisay soorta] 
mother-my F-she cooked cornmeal-the 
(sarne meaning) 

(2) 

a. * [IP !@.A karisay hooyaday soorta] 
F cooked mother-my cornmeal-the 
(same meaning) 

b. [IP way karisay hooyaday soorta] 
F-she cooked mother-my food-the 
(same meaning) 

(3) 

a. [cp shabeelka baa [lP nimanku dileen] ] 
leopard-the F men-the killed 
'The men killed the leopard ' 

b. [cp shabeelka bay [IP nimanku dileen] ] 
leopard-the F-they men-the killed 
(same meaning) 



(4) 

a. 

b. 

*nimanku [cp shabeelka baa [,p dileen]] 
killed men-the leopard-the F 

(same meaning) 

nimanku [cp 
men-the 
(same meaning) 

shabeelka 
leopard-the 

bay [,p 
F-they 

dileen] ] 
killed 
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way represents the verb FP waa + the 3st SCL ~i bay 

represents the NP FP baa + 3p SeL ~. In (1) and (3), the SCL 

is optionali in (2) and (4) it is obligatory, or the sentence 

is ungrammatical. In (3) and (4), shabeelka baa or shabeelka 

bay is assumed to have moved to 'COMP l,lin a manner that will 

be discussed in section 4. 

The contrasts in (1) to (4) provide strong evidence that 

Somali is sUbject-initial, a matter that is in fact 

uncontroversial. In (1) and (3), the SCL is optional, 

evidently because the sUbject is in i ts D-structure position. 

In (2) and (4), the SeL is obligatory. Therefore, the subject 

has been mcved to post-verbal position in (2) and to a 

position in front of the focused object in (4), creating 

structures like (5) and (6): 

(5) ( =(2» 

a. ." [cp el waa karisay hooyadaYI soorta] 
F cooked mother-my cornmeal-the 

'My mother cooked the cornmeal' 

[IP el way karisay 
F-she cooked 

(same meaning) 

hooyada~ soorta] 
mother-my food-the 

(6) ( =(4» 

a. *nimankui [cp shabeelka baa [,p el dileen] 
men-the leopard-the F killed 

'The men killed the leopard' 

b. nimankuj [cp shabeelka bay [w ~ dileen ] 
men-the leopard-the F-they killed 
(same meaning) 
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It appears therefore that the SCL 'licenses l the empty 
category in subject position, a topic l shall return to in 
3 • 3. Before proceeding, however, we need to determine the 
precise location of the SCL. So far, we have seen that Somali 
permits clitic doubling of lexical NP sUbjects, as in (l)b and 
(3)b. Therefore, the SCL cannot itself be in subject 
position. As weIl, the seL plays some role in 'licensing l the 
empty category left when the subject is moved, as in (2)b and 
(4) b. What is the position from which this might occur? The 
obvious candidate is l, which m-commands the subject position. 
For concreteness, l shall assume that the SCL is generated 
under AGR, from which position it governs the subject. This 
assumption is consistent wi th much recent work on SCLs. 2 

Further evidence for generating the SCL under AGR will appear 
when we examine the interaction of the SCL with sUbject-verb 
agreement and nominative Case assignment. 

3.2 Strong and Weak Agreement 

It was remarked in 2.1, that Somali has a contra st 
between strong and weak subj ect-verb agreement. Weak 
agreement occurs with short subject extraction from matrix or 
relative clause;3 strong agreement occurs elsewhere. In 
order to see how this pattern works, let us consider short 
sUbject extraction by WH-movement, focus, and relativization, 
as in (7) to (9). In the glosses, 'el and 'ri identify 
extensive and restrictive 
relatively strong and 
respectively. 

verb 
weak 

(7) Wh-extraction of subject 

a. kumaa akhriyey buugga 
who-F read(r) book-the 
'Who read the book?' 

paradigms, 
subject-verb 

indicating 
agreement 
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b. Livnat (1984, 109) 

yaa qoray warqadda 
who wrote(r) letter-the 
'Who wrote the letter?' 

c. Saeed (1987, 223) 

ninkee ayaa yimi 
man-which F came (r) 
'Which man came?' 

(8) Subject NP focus 

a. 

b. 

c. 

nimanka baa dilay 
men-the(-nom.) F killed(r) 
'The men killed the leopard' 

Livnat (1984, 61) 

shabeelka 
leopard-the 

Cali baa keena bariiska 
Ali(-nom.) F bring(r) rice-the 
'Ali brings the rice' 

Saeed (1987, 217) 

nimankli ayaa 
men-the(-nom.) F 
'The men brouqht it' 

keenay 
brought(r) (it) 

{9) Relativization of subject 

a. [inantli 
girl-the (-nom.) 

aragtay askari 
saw soldier 

buugga akhrisay] waxay 
book-the read(r) what-she 

'The girl who read the book saw a soldier' 

b. Livnat (1984, 55) 

[nink1i naagta arkay] 
man-the (-nom. ) woman-the saw(r) 

'The man who saw the woman laughed' 

wu qoslay 
F-he laughed 
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c. Saeed (1987, 231) 

nimankli keenay 
men-the(-nom.) brought(r) (it) 
'the men who brought it' 
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Short subject extr.action is characterized by three 

features: absence of SCL, non-nominative Case on the subject, 

and restrictive verb paradiqm, reflecting relatively weak 

sUbject-verb agreement. Compare (10)a to (10)b-e, in which 

the focused subject nimanka/nimanku and the FP baa/bay are 

assumed to be extracted to COMP. The ungrammatical elements 

are under 1 ined : 

( 10) 

a. nimanka baa dilay shabeelka 
men-the(-nom.) F killed{r) leopard-the 
'The men killed the leopard' 

b. *nimanka baa dileen shabeelka 
men-the(-nom.) F killed(ej leopard-the 

c. *nimanka bU dilay shabeelka 
men-the ( -nom. ) F-they killed{r) leopard-the 

d. *nimanku baa dilay shabeelka 
men-the (+nom. ) F killed Cr) leopard-the 

e. *nimanku bU dileen shabeelka 
men-the (+nom. ) F-they killed{e) leopard-the 

(10) a-e have the same purported meaning. (10)b is 

ungranunatical because the verb is from the extensive paradigm; 

(10) chas a SCL; (10) d has nominative Case on the focused 

sUbject; and (10)e has aIl three. 

Let us now review WH-extraction, NP focus, and 

relativization of non-subject NP, as in (11) to (13). In 

these examples, the subject is in its D-structure position. 

The SeL, if present, will coalesce with the FP or WH-word. 
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(11) Non-subject WH-ext.raction 

a. muxuu Cali keeni 
what-he Ali(+nom.) bring 
'What will Ali bring?' 

doonaa 
will (e) 

b. Livnat (1984, 114) 

yay nimankl:! lacag 
who-they men-thE! (+nom.) money 
'Who do the men CJive money to? 1 

siiyan 
give (e) 

c. Livnat (1984, 111) 

sannadmuu Cali dhashay 
year-Q-F-he Ali born 
'In what year WélS Ali born?' 

(12) Non-subject NP focus 

a. 

b. 

shabeelka baa/bay nimanku dileen 
leopard-the F F-they men-the(+nom.) killed(e) 
'The men killed the leopard' 

Li vnat (1984, 25) 

muuskii baa/buu 
banana-the F F-he 
'Ali ate the banana' 

Cali cunay 
Ali(+nom.) ate(e) 

c. Saeed (1984, 39) 

lacagtli baa naagtu 
money-the F woman-the(+nom.) 
'The woman brought the money' 

keentay 
brought (e) 
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Note that (12)C would be equally acceptable with bay 

(=baa + 3sf SCL AY), although, as it happens, such an example 

is not included by Saeed. 
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(13) Relativization of a non-subject 

a. [ inantli 
girl-the 

buugga 
book-the 

(uu) askarigu arkay] akhrisay 
(he) sOldier-the(+nom.) saw(e)] read 

'The girl who the soldier saw read the book' 

b. Livnat (1984, 73) 

[dameerkli 
donkey-the 

wu cararay 
F-he ran away 

(uu) ninku xaday] 
(he) man-the (+nom.:, stole (e) 

'The donkey which the man stole ran away' 

c. Livnat (1984, 73) 

[cuntada 
food-the 

(uu) Cali karinayaa] 
he Ali(+nom.) cooking(e) 

way fiicantahay 
F-she good 
'The food that Ali is cooking is good' 
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When a non-subject ~s extracted, the extensive paradigm 

is selected, and the subject is assigned nominative Case. The 

seL is optional if a full lexical NP is present in subject 

position, except in cases of WH-questions, where it appears to 

be obligatory, as in (11). 

These observation& ::ay be summarized as in (14) : 

(14) subject elsewhere 
extraction 

extensive paradigm + 

seL (optional) + 

nominative + 

l shall interprete this pattern to mean that Somali has 

two kinds of sUbject-verb agreement. The first, l shall calI 
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'strong' agreement, abbreviated AGRs. AGRs selects verb 

morphology from the extensive paradiqm, optionally generates 

a seL, and assigns nominative Case to the subject. The second 

kind May be termed 'weak 1 agreement, or AGRw. It selects verb 

morphology fram the restrictive paradigm, does not generate a 

seL, and does not assign nominative Case. 4 

AGRw May be generat, d under l, head of IP. 5 

Either AGRs or 

The distinction between AGRs and AGRw accounts for when 

the SCL is permitted. It does not, however, account for the 

positive requirement that in certain contexts the SeL must 

occur. 

3.3 SCL and pro 

Consider a simple sentence lacking full lexical sUbject, 

as in (~5)a, with the S-structure (15)b: 6 

(1.5) 

a. wuu arkay shabeel 
F-he saw-3sm leopard 
'He saw a 1eopard' 

b. (IP e [l' wuu [vp arkay shabeel] ] ] 

(15) contrasts with ungrammatical (16), where the SCL is 

absent: 

a. *waa arkay shabeel 
F saw-3sm leopard 

'He saw the leopard' (purported meaning) 

b. * [IP e (1' waa [vp arkay shabeel ] ] ] 

What is the nature of the empty category in (15)? It 

cannot be a variable or NP-trace, since the only candidate for 

an antecedent is the SeL, and l assume, following sportiche 
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(1983, see p. 207) that SCL and AGR are outside the A/A' 
system. Also, it cannot be PRO, 
governed. Therefore, it must be 

because the position is 
pro, the governed null 

pronominal. 
In Chomsky (1982, 85-86), it is claimed that pro must be 

'identified' by 'rich' agreement. More recently, Rizzi (1986) 
distinguished the formaI licensing of pro and the mechanism by 
which its content is recovered. Rizzi proposes that pro is 
licensed by a governing head X~, where the class of governing 
heads may vary from language to language. Pro is assigned 
content by inheriting the qrammatical specifications of the 
governing head with which it is coindexed. In the case of 

strong agreement, these are the person-number features of 
AGRs.1 Now recall, from 2.1, that tile SCL and extensive verb 

paradigm conjointly serve to uniquely identify every person
number, as in (17): 

( 17) ls aan arkay 
2s aad araqtay 
3sm uu arkay 
3sf ay araqtay 
1p(inc) aynu aragnay 
1p(exc) aanu araqnay 
2p aydu araqteen 
3p ay arkeen 

We may say, therefore, that pro is Iicensed in (15) 

because it is qoverned by AGRs, which licenses pro in Somali. 

It is given content by the presence of the seL and verb 
morphology from the extensive paradiqm, which together 

identify the subject of (15) as 3sm. 
Now consider the cases where a lexical NP sllbject has 

been moved to some other position (not extracted to COMP) 

within the clause, as in (2), repeated below as (18) with 

structure (19), and in (4), repeated below as (20) with the 
structure (21): 



'If"i> 

nV' 

( 18) 

a. 

b. 

( 19) 

a. 

b. 

( 20) 

a. 

b. 

( 21) 

a. 

b. 
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*waa karisay hooyaday soorta 
F cooked mother-my food-the 

\My mother cooked the cornmeal' (purported meaning) 

way karisay 
F-she cooked 
(same meaning) 

hooyaday soorta 
mother-my food-the 

* [IP el [1' waa [vp kar isay hooyadaYI soorta ] ] ] 

[IP e i [(' way [vp kar isay hooyadaYI soorta ) ] ) 

*nimanku shabeelka baa dileen 
men-the leopard-the F killed 

'The men killed the leopard' (purported meaning) 

nimanku shabeelka bay dileen 
men-the leopard-the F-they killed 
(same meaning) 

*nimankul [cp shabeelkaJ baa [,p el dileen eJ 
) 

nimankul [cp shabeelka
J 

bay [,p el dileen eJ ] ] 

In (18)/(19), the subject has been moved to post-verbal 

position, leaving an empty category. In (20) / (21), the 

sUbject has been moved to the left of the focused objecte l 
shall refer to this kind of movement as 'clause-bound NP 

movement' or 'clause-bound movement', to distinguish it fram 

more familiar types of NP mavement. 

Evidence that this type of movement is clause-baund may 
be derived from sentential complements. In (22)b, the subject 

of the sentential complement, nimanku, has been moved to the 
left of the complementizer in, but it cannot move to the left 

of the matrix verbe 

• 
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( 22) 

a. 

b. 

Livnat (1984, 10) 

Ca 1 i wuxuu moodayey [inay nimanku tageen] 8 

Ali F-he thought that-they men-the le ft 
'Ali thought that the men 1eft' 

Cali wuxuu moodayey nimanku (inay tageen] 
Ali F-he thought men-the that-they 1eft 
(same meaning) 
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Examples (1) and (10) of section 1, repeated be10w as 
(23), demonstrate that c1ause-bound movement is also available 

to obj ects. (23) a -e have the same meaning; the obj ect is 

under 1 ined . 

(23 ) 

a. ninkii wu arkay naagtii 
man-the F-he saw woman-the 
'The man saw the woman' 

b. ninkii naagtii wu arkay 

c. naagtii ninkii wu arkay 

d. naagtii wu arkay ninkii 

e. wuu arkay ninkii naagtii 

That an adjunct or adverbial expression may undergo 

c1ause-bound movement is demonstrated in (24). Note that the 

preposition ku occurs in the pre-verbal comp1ex,9 while the 
object occurs elsewhere in the clause. (24)a-c have the sarne 

meaning; the object is under1ined. 

(24) 

a. Axmed waa ku cabay sigaa~ beerta 

b. 

c. 

Ahmed F in smoked cigarltte garden-the 
'Ahmed smoked a cigarette in the gardent 

Axmed beerta waa ku cabay sigaar 
Ahmed garden-the F in smoked cigarette 

Axmed waa ku cabay beerta sigaar 
Ahmed F in smoked garden-the cigarette 
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Returning now to (18) to (21), the contra st in (18)/(19) 
indicates that the SCL must be present when the subject is 

clause-bound moved to post-verbal position. Likewise, in 

(20)/(21) the SCL must be present when the subject has been 

moved to the left of the focused object, although in this c.ase 
the SCL is associated with the FP baa in COMP. IO 

What i5 the status, then, of the null subject indicated 

in (19) and (21)? The minimal assumption would seem to be 

that it is pro, as in (15). First, however, consider the 
alternatives. It cannot be PRO, because the empty category is 

the subject of a finite clause and therefore is governed. It 

cannot be NP-trace, because the antecedent is not in an A

position. One can make a case that it is a variable, on the 

assumption that the antecedent is in an A' -position. However, 

this approach has sorne undesirable consequences. The core 

instance of variable is created by extraction to COMP. 

However, l have already indicated that subject extraction is 

only possible from the domain of AGRw• lJ The clause-bound 

type of subject NP movement being considered here occurs only 

within the domain of AGRs , and has the additional requirement 

that the SCL be present. Therefore, if the empty subject 

position in (la) to (21) is an A'-bound variable, we must 

distinguish two quite distinct kinds of variable. The first, 

the core case, is created by movement to COMP from the domain 

of AGRw, with the possibility of extraction from sentential 

complement to matrix clause via COMP-to-COMP movement. The 

second type of variable would be created by local, clause

bound movement to nearly any position except COMP, from the 

domain of AGRs (not AGRw) , with the additional requirement 

that the SCL be present. Positing that the empty 5ubject 

position in (18) to (21) is a variable therefore entails that 

Somali has two kinds of variable which are in virtual 

complementary distribution, indicating that the approach i5 

untenable. 
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What remains, then, is the alternative that the moved NP 
leaves a pro, which is licensed by virtue of the position it 
oecupies and is given content when seL is present. At this 

point, a careful distinction is required. Brody (1984) has 

argued against changing the categorial determination of an 
empty category in the course of a derivation. If we accept 
his argument, then in the present case we must say that 

clause-bound NP movnment in (18) to (21) leaves a pro; we 
must avoid saying that it leaves a trace or variable which is 
reinterpreted as pro at a later step in the derivation. 

Before proceeding, let us briefly consider the level at 
which clause-bound NP movement oeeurs. Although the evidence 

is less than conclusive, it is likely that this movement 

oceurs at PF. In the first place, clause-bound movement is 

strictly local, so there is an absence of the kind of cyclic 
movement typical of major projections at S-structure, e.g. WH

movement. Secondly, elause-bound movement is very free with 

respect to landing site, and in part.i.cular, there is no 
evidence that elause-bound movement feeds binding theory. 12 

If this type of movement occurs at PF, it entails that 

the requirement that pro he licensed and be given content must 

oceur at that level, as w~ll as perhaps at other levels of the 

grammar. This seems unproblematic. The requirement that pro 

be licensed and identified should be construed as a well

formedness condition which applies wherever relevant. 
We have now examined null subjects and pro created by 

clause-bound NP movement. The third context we shall now 
consider in which seL is obligatory is the case of full 

lexical pronouns. 

In 2.2, l observed, following Kayne (1975) and Jaeggli 

(1982), that in languages having both clitic and full lexical 

pronouns, the latter tend to be [+animate). l also observed 

that such full lexical pronouns are generally clitic-doubled. 
We now need to account for why the seL is obligatory in Somali 

when the subject position is occupied by a full lexical 
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pronoun. 13 For convenience, l repeat the Somali data from 

2.2: 

(26 ) 

a. gurigii wuu gubtay 
house-the F-he burned 
'The house burned' 

b. wuu gubta y 
F-he burned 
'It (the heuse) burned t 

c. *isagu wuu gubtay 
he F-he burned 
'le (the house) burned' 

(27 ) 

a. faraskii wuu turanturooday 
horse-the F-he tripped 
'The horse tripped' 

b. wuu turanturooday 
F-he tr ipped 
'He (the herse) tripped' 

c. isagu wuu turanturooday 
he F-he tripped 
'He (the herse) tripped' 

(28 ) 

a. isagu wuu arkay 
he F-he saw 
'He saw (him/it/her/them) , 

b. *isagu waa arkay 
he F saw 
(same meaning) 

(29 ) Livnat (1984, 24) 

a. ninkii baan anigu arkay 
man-the F-I l saw 
'I saw the man' 

b. *ninkii baa anigu arkay 
man-the F l saw 

(sarne meaning) 
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(26) and (27) illustrate that full lexical pronouns in 

Somali are [+animate]. Some speakers of Somali further 

restrict full pronouns to [+human]. (28) and (29) illustrate 

obligatory clitic-doublinq of full subject pronouns in Somali. 

In order to extend the present approach to this data, it 

is necessary to assume the Avoid pronoun Principle of Chomsky 

(1981, 65), aiso discussed in Jaegqli (1982, 42 and 93). The 

Principle miqht be expressed, within current versions of the 

the ory , as (30): 

(30) Avoid pronoun if pro is possible. 

In English, pro is not possible, so a full lexical 

pronoun is obliqatory. In Somali, pro is possible in subject 

position, sa (30) applies. How is it, therefore, that a full 

subject pronoun can appear, why must it be clitic-doubled, and 

why is it [+animate] and relatively emphatic?14 

Let us assume that (30) applies at D-structure, sa pro is 

inserted at D-structure in Somali, at which level it must also 

be licensed and given content. l propose that pro may 

optionally be specified (+/-emphatic] at D-structure. If 

[-emphatic] (or simply unspecified), pro behaves in the normal 

fashion, hence the typical case where there is a seL and no 

full subject pronoun. If [+emphatic] at D-structure, pro is 

[+emphatic] at aIl levels of the derivation. It is reasonable 

to suppose that a category that is [+emphatic] cannot be 

phonetically null at PF. Therefore, at PF [+emphatic] pro 

will be given phonetic content as a full pronoun. The feature 

[+emphatic] might be associated with the features 

[+animateJ/[+human] at some pragmatic level of the grammar, 

depending in part on the siqnificance one attaches to slight 

linguistic variation. 1S 

Given these minimal assumptions, it follows naturally 

that a full lexical pronoun in Somali will be clitic-doubled 
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and [+animate], as appears to be the case in analogous 

structures in Romance languages as weIl. 

We have now dealt with three contexts in which the seL is 

obligatory in Somali: when the subject position is null (Le. 

pro) , when the subject undergoes clause-bound movement leaving 

pro, and when a base-generated pro marked [+emphatic] at D

structure is spelled out at PF as a full lexical pronoun. 

In each case we have found the subject position to be occupied 

by pro at some level of the derivation. This is virtually a 

definition of a null subject language. It is now appropriate 

to compare the Somali facts with generalizations that have 

been made with respect to null subject languages. We shall 

see that Somali is both like and unlike the more familiar 

examples. 

3.4 Somali as a Null Subject Language 

The literature on null subject languages is extensive and 

complex, and it is beyond the scope of the present study to 

provide a complete history of the subject. However, it is 

generally agreed that the topic was introduced to the 

transformational-generative literature in Perlmutter (1971), 

where it was observed that nul! subject languages do not 

exhibit what have come to be known as 'that-t' effects. The 

early work was limited to 'classic' null subject languages 

like Standard Italian, where verb inflection encodes person

number features, permitting the absence of a lexical subject. 

Languages with SCLs were not counted as members of this class, 

probably due to the influence of Kayne (1975). Kayne proposed 

that SeLs in Standard French were generated in subject 

position and moved transformationally to VP, it being his 

intent to capture the complementary distribution of SCLs and 

full lexical subjects in Standard French. Later, Jaeggli 

(1982) observed that some dialects of Spanish permit clitic

doubling of objects, and he proposed an analysis generating 
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object clitics on the verb, to account for the se facts. More 

recently, Roberge (1986a, 1986b, 1986c) has observed that sorne 

dialects of non-standard French permit clitic-doubling of 

subjects. He therefore proposes to generate SCLs under AGR. 

When a full lexical subject is absent, the subject position is 

pro, which is given content by the seL. Somali must be 

understood as a null subject language in the sense proposed by 

Roberge, i.e. with pro subject and either 'rich' verb 

morphology or a SCL. 

Chomsky (1981) proposes what are perhaps the most 

comprehensive generalizations concerning null subject 

languages (PRO-drop languages, in the terminology then 

current). These, he claims, share the properties listed in 

(31) : 

(31) 

a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 

Chomsky (1981, 240) 

missing subject 
free inversion in simple sentences 
'long wh-movement' of subject 
empty resumptive pronouns in embedded clause 
apparent violations of * [that-t] filter 

corresponding to these respective properties are examples 

drawn from Italian, as in (32): 

(32) Chomsky (1981, 240) 

a. ho trovato il libro 
'(1) found the book' 

b. ha mangiato Giovanni 
'Giovanni ate' 

c. l'uomo [che mi domando [chi abbia visto ]] 

d. 

(with the interpretation: 'the man x such that l wonder 
who x saw') 

ecco la ragazza [che mi domando [chi crede [che 
possa VP]]] 
'This is the girl who l wonder who thinks that she 
may VP' 
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e. chi credi [che partirà] 
'who do you thing (that) will lave' 

l sha11 now review how Somali coincides with these 

purported properties of null subject languages. 

First, Somali clearly permits missing subjects, i.e. 

(31)a, as we have seen in (15) above. 

Second, Somali does not permit free inversion, (31)b. l 

shali return to this directly. 

Third, Somali permits long WH-movement, (31) c. The 

fOllowing example is a case of relativization, but the same 

principle is at work: 

(33) Livnat (1984, 37) 

naagta uu (Cali qabo ( inay ninka buugga siisay] ) 
woman-the he Ali thinks that-she man-the book-the gave 

waa Amina 
F Amina 

'The woman who Ali thinks (that) gave the book ta the man is 
Amina' 

Fourth, Somali has empty resumptive pronouns in embedded 

clause, (31)d. This is illustrated in (33), aiso (34): 

(34) (=(6)a of 2.1) 

Cali. baan e mooday [cp inuu e. Berbera ka yimid]] 
Ali F-I thought that-he Berbera from came 
'1 thought that Ali came from Berbera' 

Cal i, subj ect of the sententiai complement, has been 

focused, leaving an empty category, which l shall argue in 

section 5 is a resumptive null pronominal pro. Discussion of 

this point must be deferred until then. 16 

Finally, Somali has apparent violation of that-t effects, 

(31)e. This is amply illustrated in (32) and (34). In both 

cases, an embedded subject has been extracted over the 

complementizer in. 
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Returning to the question of free inversion, this 

property is crucial to the way null subject languages 

generally have been understood. Since Rizzi (1982, c.4), it 

has been widely accepted that subject extraction in null 

subject languages like Italian is from post-verbal position, 

following free inversion, which permits apparent violation of 

the that-t filter (or ECP, in current versions of the theory) • 

Therefore, finding a null subject language with apparent 

violation of the that-t filter, which lacks free inversion, is 

of some interest. There is prima facie evidence, however, 

that Somali has free inversion in such examples as (35), 

derived from (18) and (19) above: 

(35) 

a. 

b. 

way karisay hooyaday soorta 
F-she cooked mother-my cornmeal-the 
'My mother cooked the cornmeal ' 

[w ~ way [w karisay hooyada~ soorta ) ] 

In (35), the subject has been moved to post-verbal 

position by a process l have called clause-bound NP movement. 

This process leaves an empty subject, which l have argued is 

pro. How is this to be distinguished from 'true' free 

inversion? In oraer answer this question, we must review the 

crucial properties of free inversion, using examples from 

standard Italian and the Northern Italian dialects of 

Fiorentino and Trentino. 

Italian permits a missing subject, as in (36)a, where 

verb inflection encodes the person-number features of the 

subject. 

(36) Standard Italian 

a. ho trovato il libro 
'(I) found the book' 



b. ha mangiato Giovanni 
has eaten Giovanni 
'Giovanni ate' 
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In free inversion, as in (36)b, the subject appears in 

immediate post-verbal position and the verb agrees with the 

inverted subject. There have been a variety of derivations 

proposed for this construction. One derivation is to generate 

the subject in [NP,IP) and move it to post-verbal position at 

S-structure. Alternatively, the post-verbal subject may be 

generated in situ. In either case, it is assumed that the 

subject position is occupied by a pleonastic null pronominal 

(PRO in Chomsky (1981), pro in more recent versions). This 

assumption is required, in part, because the null subject 

would otherwise bind the post-verbal subject, creating a 

principle C binding theory violation. The analysis assumes 

that free inversion occurs at S-structure and feeds binding 

theory. 

The Northern Italian dialects differ from Standard 

Italian in having obligatory SCLs. When the subject is in 

[NP,IP), the SCL and verb agree with the subject. In free 

inversion, Fiorentino displays a neuter clitic and the verb 

agrees with the pleonastic null sUbject, not with the post

verbal sUbject, as in (37): 

(37) Fiorentino (Roberge 1986c, 122) 

a. Le ragazze le vengano 
the girls they come-3p 
'The girls come' 

b. E' viene le ragazze 
it come-3s the girls 
(same meaning) 

In (37)a, the SCL and verb agree with the subject, ~ 

ragazze. In free inversion, as in (37)b, the neuter SCL ~ 

appears, and the verb is 3s. 
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Turning to Trentino, the SCL paradiqm in this dialect is 

defective, lacking a neuter seL corresponding to ~ in 

Fiorentino. Hence, there is no SCL in free inversion. 

otherwise, Trentino patterns with Fiorentino: 

(38) Trentino (Roberge 1986c, 122) 

a. 'Na putela l' ei vegnuda 
a girl she has come 

'A girl came' 

b. E vegnu 'na putela 
has come a girl 
(sarne meaning) 

We may now summarize the characteristics of free 

inversion in Standard Italian and the Northern Italian 

dialects: 

(39) Properties of free inversion 

a. Specific to subjects 
b. Subject appears in immediate post-verbal position 
c. [NP,IP] occupied by a pleonastic null pronominal, which 

is not coreferential with the subject 
d. The sUbject is generated in situ, or is moved at S

structure. In either case, free inversion feeds binding 
theory 

e. In dialects with SeLs, the SeL and verb agree with the 
pleonastic subject; in dialects without SCLs, the verb 
agrees with the post-verbal sUbject 

Now, compare these with Somali: 

(40) Clause-bound NP movement in Somali 

a. AppU.es freely to aIl NPs 
b. Subj~cts may appear in a wide variety of positions, not 

only post-verbal position 
c. If the subject is moved, [NP,IP] is occupied by pro, 

which is co-referential with the moved subject. 
d. Movement occurs at PF and does not feed binding theory 
e. seL is obligatory if the subject is moved from [NP,IP). 

The SeL and the verb agree with the moved subject 
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The evidence indicates that Somali, although it is a null 

subject language, lacks free inversion. In this respect, 

Somali patterns with Portuguese. Roberge (1986c, 115-6), 

drawing upon Perlmutter (1976), provides the following 
evidence: 17 

(41) Portuguese 

a. Deus existe 
'God exists 1 

b. *Existe Deus 

No attempt will be made here to systematically account 

for these variations. It will suffice for the present to 

establish that Somali is a null subject language lacking free 

inversion, a point that will be relevant to the discussion of 

subject extraction in section 5. 

3.5 Sununary 

In this section, l have argued that Somali has a contrast 

between strong and weak subj ect-verb agreement, AGRs and AGRw 

respectively. AGRs generates an optionaJ SCL, assigns 

nominative Case, and selects verb morphology from the 

extensive paradigm. AGRw does not generate a SCL, does not 

assign nominative Case, and selects verb morphology from the 

restrictive paradigme AGRw occurs with short subject 

extraction from matrix or relative clause; AGRs occurs 

elsewhere. 

Three contexts have been examined where the SCL is 

obligatory: where there is no overt subject, where the 

subject has been moved (other than being extracted), and where 

the subject is a full lexical pronoun. It is argued that in 

aIl these cases, [NP,IP] is occupied by pro at some level of 

the derivation. Hence, the SeL contributes to giving pro 

content, a recognized requirement for pro. 

• 
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Having established that Somali is a null subject 
language, l presented evidence that the language lacks free 

inversion, a property that has frequently been associated with 
null subjects. 



Notes 

1. The term 'COMP' is out ~f place wi~hin the 
framework. l am using i t 1n a gener 1C sense 
complementizer position until section 4, where a 
analysis will be proposed. 
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Barriers 
for the 
specifie 

2. See Jaeggli (1984), Roberge (1986a, 1986b, 1986c), 
Everett (1987). Note, however, that Kayne (1975) argues for 
French SCLs in subject position, primarily to account for the 
complementary distribution of SCLs and lexical NP. According 
to Safir (1986), seLs in Trentino are on VP. 

3. Subject extraction from a sentential complement, however, 
is from the domain of strong agreement. l shall discuss this 
phenomenon at length in section 5. 

4. There is some eviJ.ence for a contra st between AGRs and 
AGRw in other Afro-Asiatic languages. Owens (1985, 108-110) 
reports that Oromo permits an 'emphatic' sUbject, which l 
assume to be the equivalent of a focused subject in Somali. 
The emphatic subject has distinctive Case morphology, and in 
the context of an emphatic subject, verb morphology is 
neutralized to 3sm. See also Kenstowicz (1989) on Arabie. 

5. In section 4, l shall propose that the FP is also 
generated under AGR. 

6. FP waa + SCL uu -->~. The assumption that ~ is 
generated under l will be discussed in section 4. 

7. Jaeggli and Safir (1989) propose a further refinement in 
the theory of null subjects. Null subjects are said to be 
permitt('/l 'in aIl and only languages with morphologically 
uniform inflectional paradigms.' (J and S 1989, 29), where 
morphological uniformity is defined: 

i. Morphological Uniformity (J and S 1989, 30) 

An inflectional paradigm P in a language L i~ 
morphologically uniform iff P has ~ither only 
underived inflectional forms or only derived 
inflectional forms. 

In a language with only derived inflectional forms, pro 
will be identified through government by 'rich' or 'strong' 
AGR. This is the case of Italian and Somali. In a language 
like Chinese, with only underived inflectional forms, AGR will 
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be morphologically nuII, but will inherit features from a c
commanding NP. 

8. These sentences are of the type (14) in section 1. Note 
that waxaa+yy --> wuxuu. 

9. See note 4, section 2. 

10. The subject in (20) / (21) appears to be topicalized, 
although it is unlikely the construction is exactly like 
topicalizp~ structures in English, particularly in light of 
the analy ·is of clause-bound NP movement offered below. 

11. That is to say, from the domain of AGRw in the case of 
matrix clause and relative clause. Extraction from sentential 
complement is from the domain of AGRs. l shall discuss this 
distinction in section 5. 

12. Clause-bound movement at S-structure would require an 
elaboration of the theory of phrase markers. The pro left by 
clause-bound movement is not pleonastic, sinee it is 
obligatorily identified by the person/number features of its 
antecedent. Therefore, pro and its antecedent cou Id form a 
chain. If the lexical subject is in post-verbal position, it 
would be bound by the pro in [NP,IP], a Principle C binding 
theory violation. 

Elaborating the the ory of phrase markers to eliminate 
this problem seems a highly undesirable move. 

13. Full lexical pronouns May also occur as direct objects, 
in which case they are clitic-doubled (assuming the term 
'clitic' is appropriate) in the first and second person. As 
indicated (note 4, section 2), the paradigm is defective, 
lacking third person. 

For an example, we may turn to El-Solami-Mewis (19B7, 
114-7) t who reports on an impersonal construction with the 
subject la, 'one'. In the followinq, la ('one') + i ('me') -
> hl and la ('one') + ku ('you' 2s) --> laque l have 
translated the ~losses from the German. 

i. Aniga waa lai dili 
Aniga F one-me beats 
'One is beatinq me' (I am being beaten) 

ii. Adiga waa lagu dili 
you(2s) F one-you(2s) beats 
'One is beating you' (You are being beaten) 

Note that la (unlike the personal SCLs) does not coalesce 
with waa. (The reader May notice that the verb dil may be 
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translated variously as 'hit, beat' as it is here, or as 
'kill' as in the text. See Luling (1987).) 

14. A similar range of facts occurs in Spanish with respect 
to object clitics, and are discussed in Jaeggli (1982, 40-45). 
Consider the following data from Spanish: 

(i) Jaeggli (1982, 41 and 43) 

a. *Vimos él 
b. Lo vimos 

'We saw him' 
c. Lo vimos a él 

(same meaning) 

(i) a-c have the same purported meaning. Jaeggli' s 
analysis is based on the Avoid Pronoun Principle and the 
assumption that object clitics absorb Case. (i)a is 
ungrammatical by the Avoid pronoun principle; (i) b is the 
standard case and is grammatical; and (i)c is permitted by 
whatever permits clitic-doubling of lexical NP--in Jaeggli's 
analysis, by the presence of the Case assigner g. 

There is no evidence that the SCL in Somali absorbs 
(nominative) Case: the lexical subject (including full 
pronoun) is assigned nominative Case by AGRs, regardless 
whether SCL is present. Moreover, there is, of course, no 
overt Case assigner comparable to Spanish g, and in 
particular, there is no overt Case assigner which occurs 
precisely when the subject is clitic-doubled. Therefore, 
Jaeggli's approach will not account for the facts in Somali. 

15. Recall, however, (45)a-b in section 2, in which full 
lexical pronouns occur in contexts where SCLs are not 
permitted, Le. focused subject, and subject of a direct 
predication clause of the form 'NP ~ XI. 

16. Note the presence of the SCL uu (he) in the sentential 
complement. Livnat (1984, 135f.), wo):king from different 
assumptions, calls this a SCL (as l do), but also claims that 
the seL is itself the resumptive pronoun. 

Within my approach, the SCL is generated under AGRs, in 
order to account for clitic-doubling of lexical subjects. In 
the absence of lexical subject, l take the subject position to 
be occupied by pro. This pro will be obligatorily clitü;
doubled. The pro-SCL configuration oocurs in three contexts: 
a) if lexical subject is ent 1.rely absent, b) if lexical
subject is clause-bound moved, or c) if lexical subject is 
extracted from sentential complement via WH- or focus 
movement. In the latter case, pro (not the SCL) is the 
resumptive pronoun. 
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17. Roberge (1986c, 119) claims that Irish is also a nul! 
subject language lacking free inversion. 
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4. Focus and Word Order 

In 2.1, while introducing some basic facts about Somali 
syntax, l stated that every indicative matrix clause, and only 

the matrix clause, has one, and only one, focus particle (FP). 
Subsequently, in 3.1, there was reason to refer to focus 

IrIovement of NP and NP FP to 'COMP'. This is somewhat of a 
ndsnomer, since 'COMP , is reinterpreted in the Barr iers 

frarnework as head and specifier of CP. What must be done now 

is ta describe and account for focus phenomena, especially NP 
focus, and how they interact with other elements, including 

SCL and word order. 

4.1 Focus 

As indicated in 2. 1, the verb FP ~ occurs in the outer 

layer of pre-verbal particles. (See section 2, note 4.) The 

verb FP is illustrated in (1): 

(1 ) ninkii waa arkay naagtii 
man-the F saw woman-the 
'The man saw the woman.' 

On the other hand, the NP FP baa or ayaa occurs after the 

focused NP: 

(2) 

a. 

b. 

ninkli baa arkay 
man-the F saw 
'The man saw the woman' 

naagtii 
woman-the 

naagtli baa ninkii arkay 
woman-the F man-the saw 
'The man saw the woman' 
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In (2)b, the focused object and FP precede the subject. 

Livnat (1984, 47f.) proposes that the focused NP is 'outside 

the clause' (i. e. outside IP, in tne Barriers framework). The 

present analysis follows on Livnat's insight, and it has been 

assumed, without argumentation, that NP focus entails movement 

to COMP. Accordingly, (3) represents a simplif ied 

approximation of the presumed S-structure of (2)b: 

(3) [ +'C' b ( 'k" CP naag._ .1. aa IP nln 11 arkay e. ] ] 

Several questions arise: first, what is the location of 

~ in (1)? Second, what relationship obtains between waa, 

baa, and ayaa? Third, what syntactic processes underly NP 

focus? l shall take these in order. 

On the basis of sentences like (1) and (2) of 3.1, 

repeated below as (4) a-b, l have argued that Somali is subject 

initial and that the SeL is generated under AGRs, where it m

commands the subject position. 

(4) 

a. hooyaday way /waa karisay soorta 

b. 

mother-my F-shc/F cooked cornmeal-the 
'My mother cooked the cornmeal' 

way /*waa karisay 
F-she/ F cooked 
(same meaning) 

hooyaday 
mother-my 

soorta 
cornmea l-the 

Given the present analysis, where is the locus of waa? 

The minimal assumption is that waa, like the SeL, is generated 

under AGR. 1 There is independent evidence to support this 

analysis. Somali has a range of verbless sentences, like 

(13)a to (13)c of 2.1, repeated below as (5), in which the 

focused constituent follows the FP waa. 
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(5) 

a. walaalkay waa barre 
brother-my F teacher 
'My brother is a teacher' 

b. tareenkii waa raagay 
train-the F late 
'The train is late' 

c. ninka guursaday walaalshay waa alwaaxqorre 
man-the married sister-my F carpenter 
'The man who married my sister is a carpenter' 

As the FP waa is central ta this construction, it is 

plausible that it is generated under l, from which the clause 

IP is proj ected. 

Cross-linguistic evidence is available from Hebrew. 

Doron (1986, 313) reports that Hebrew and related languages 

like Arabie have a kind of present tense nominal sentence, as 

in (6): 

(6) Doron (1986,313) 

dani hu ha -more 
Dani he the teacher 
'Dani is the teacher' 

Doron argues that the pronoun in such constructions is a 

clitic pronoun 'which is the phonological realization of 

"unattached" agreement features that have absorbed Case' 

(Doron 1986, 313). Assuming this clitic is generated under 

AGR, Somali and Hebrew share the feature of allowing verbless 

sentences in which l serves to mark a direct predication 

relation. They differ in the realization of I, Somali using 

a F'P and Hebrew a clitic pronoun. 

Let us assume, therefore, that waa is generated under 

AGR. Further, let us provisionally assume that l directly 

precedes V and VP (a question to which l shall return directly 

in section 4.3). Sa, the analysis of Somali phrase structure 

to which l am presently committed is indicated in (7). 
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( 7 ) . . • [IP NP [ " l ( vp V ... 

l shaii assume that clitics 'inside' the waa+SCL complex 
are generated on the verb, though in fact the question is 

immaterial for the present discussion. Given these 
assumptions, the order of waa+SCL relative to the verb and 

other pre-verbal clitics fails out directIy. 
Let us now consider the possibility that baa and ayaa, 

like ~, are generated under AGR (both AGRs and AGRw), 

together with an optional SCL, in the case of ~GRs, then move 

to 'COMP' at S-structure. Similarly, the focused NP moves 

from its base-generated position to 'COMP', also at S
structure. 

AGR is a head, so movement of FP+SCL generated under AGR 

is sUbject to the Head Movement Constraint of Travis (1984, 

131), which is incorporated into the Barriers framework as (S) 

(Barriers, 71): 

(8) Head Movement Constraint 

Movement of a zero-level category ~ is restricted 
to the position of a head A that governs the 
maximal projection 9 of 12, where a theta-governs or 
L-marks g if A =f C. 

By the Head Movement Constraint, FP+SCL moves to C, head 

of CP, which governs IP, the maximal projection of 1. 

Furthermore, we may assume on general grounds that the 

focused NP moves to [NP, CP] at S-structure, parallel to WH

moveroent and relativization. The S-structures associated with 

subject and non-subject focus will then be as in (9) and (10). 



.. 
(9) Subject focus 

a. nimanka baa dilay shabeelka 
men-the F killed leopard-the 
'The men killed the leopard' 

b. 

NP~ C' 

niJanka C~IP 
r ~ 

baa NP l' 
f /"'.. 

'------+0-- e l V~ 

1 L::::::._'---===_ 
~--------e dilay shabeelka 

(10) Non-subject focus 

a. 

b. 

shabeelka bay 
leopard-the F-they 
(same meaning) 

CP 

NP /"'-. CI 

nimanku 
men-the 

dileen 
killed 

shabJelka C ~IP 
b!Y NI> ~ l' 

CI ~ 
nlmanku l VP 

i V~NP 
1 1 

dileen e 
( 
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In (9), nimanka m-commands and antecedent-governs i ts 

trace in [NP,IP). Likewise, baa m-commands and antecedent

governs its trace in I. 

Extraction of shabeelka in (10) is more complicated, as 

VP is a barrier. However, shabeelka ma}' adj oin to vP, 
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overcoming barrierhood of VP, then MOye to [NP,CP], IP and l' 
not being barriers. (See Barriers, 21-22.) As to proper 

government of the trace, the the ory is open on this question. 
It May be that the verb dileen theta-governs and properly 
governs the trace of shabeelka, or it May be that shabeelk(.\ 

antecedent-governs its trace. The analysis and the 
alternatives are virtually the same as for English. 

The evidence from (10) supports a movement analysis of 
non-subject focus. However, what is to prevent a non-movement 

derivation of sUbject focus in (9)? That is, why are subject 
and FP not in situ at S-structure in this construction, along 

the lines of the vacuous movement hypothesis of Chomsky (1986, 

48f.)? One reason for rejecting this analysis is that there 
are definite co-occurence restricti~ns on subject focus and 

respectively nominative Case assignment, extensive paradigm 

verb morphology, and SCL (aIl generated under AGRs). It is 

natural to capture these restrictions as defining a domain 

that is opaque for purposes of subject extraction, as will be 

discussed at length in section 5. Furthermore, the vacuous 

movement hypothesis leaves COMP empty and therefore available 

for WH-movement at S-structure. However, focus constructions 

and WH-constructions are in strict complementary distribution 

in Somali, which reduces the plausibili ty of the subject 
remaining in situ in sucject focus constructions. 

Movement of bay to head of CP raises some questions, as 

the SCL and (presumably) the trace are co-indexed wi th the 
subject, nimanku. 

by i ts trace? 

ls the subject position governed by bay or 

Adams (1987) associates the null subject 

parameter with directionality of government. In section 3.3 

largue that a subject pro May be licensed by SeL under AGR. 

Take this to indicate direction of canonical government. 

Given Adams' anaysis, it would follow that subject pro must 

always be ~overned from the position of AGR. In the case of 
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SCL in C, SCL will form a chain with a trace at the extraction 

site in AGR, from which pro will be governed. 

Observe that focus movement in (10) is directly parallel 

to V2 phenamena in Germanie languages. 2 Compare (11): 

( 11) 

a. Who did the men kill? 

Who is extracted, via adjunction ta VP, ta the position 

[NP,CP], while did moves to the position head of CP, a species 

of head movement. 

NP cannat be extracted from a relative clause, presumably 

by the complex Noun Phrase Constraint: 

(12) Livnat (1984, 54) 

a. *Axmed buu Cali arkay [naagta uu jecelyahay ] 
Ahmed F-he Ali saw woman-the he loves 
'Ali saw the woman that Ahmed loves' 

b. *lacag buu Cali arkay [ninka uu Axmed siiyey 
money F-he Ali saw man-the he Ahmed gave 
'Ali saw the man to wham Ahmed gave money' 

However, NP may be extracted from a sentential 

complement. In particular, the subject of a sentential 

complement may be extracted: 

(13) 

a. ninka, baan ramaysanahay (inuu e, 
man-the F-I think that-he AGRs 
'I think that the man left' 

b. Livnat (1984, 43) (= (6)a of section 2) 

cali, baan mooday [inuu e, Berbera ka 

tegey 1 
left (e) 

Ali F-I thought that-he Berbera AGRs from 
yimid] 
œœ(e) 

'I thought that Ali came from Berbera' 
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c. Livnat (1984, 16) 

bariisl baan mooday [inuu ninkaani 
rice P-I thought that-he man-this AGRs 

iibiyo el] 
sells (e) 

'I thought that this man sells rice' 

Observe that the subject is extracted from the domain of 

AGRs and the presence of SCL is obligatory. Thes,e facts will 

be accounted for in section 5. 

This analysis of focus extends naturally to relative 

clause formation. Consider (14), from Livnat (1984, 55), with 

my proposed analysis of the subject NP, and (15) from Livnat 

(1984, 56). 

(14) Subject relativized 

a. [ninkii (*uu) naagta arkay] wuu 
man-the (*he) woman-the saw(r) F-he 

'The man who saw the woman laughed' 

b. NP 

N~CP 
nin~ii NP~ C' 

J C/".IP 

LNP~II 
! I/'-...VP 
~ 
naagta arkay 

qoslay 
laughed 

l assume that a base-generated empty operator is 

extracted from subject posi tian to [NP, CP]. AGRw selects from 

the restrictive verb paradigm and does not generate a SCL. 



(15) Non-subject relativized 

a. 

b. 

[miiska (uu) Cali saaray buugga] wuu 
table-the (he) Ali put(e) book-the F-he 

'The table Ali put the book on is big' 

NP 

N~CP 
1 ~, 

miiska NP C' 

J f~ 
(uu) NP ~ 

~;li l VP 
1 -~...:;;;.:_-:::=_::-=.~-
e saaray buuga e 

'--__ - - ----_____ ~I 
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weynyahay 
big 

Again, a base-generated ernpty operator is extracted, this 

time from an object position. AGRs selects from the extensive 

paradigm, assigns nominative Case, and generates an optional 

SCL, which moves to head of CP. Hence, the SCL follows the 

he ad of the relative clause and precedes aIl other 

constituents in the clause (except the ernpty operator, which 

is not visible), although word order within the clause is 

otherwise relatively free. The seL is optional if there is a 

lexical subject in its D-structure position; it is obligatory 

if the sUbject is clause-bound moved (leaving pro), if it is 

a lexical pronoun, or if it is base-generated pro. The sarne 

mechanisms are at work here and in the focus construction, 

except for the empty operator and the absence of FP. 

The analysis presented 50 far accounts for a number of 

facts. First, generating ~+SCL under AGR accounts for these 

particles and clitics appearing in the outer layer of pre

verbal clitics (see note 4, section 2) .3 Second, generating 

baa/ayaa under AGR accounts for the fact that they are in 

complernentary distribution with each other and with waa. 
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Third, the separate movement of baal ayaa+SCL to head of CP and 

movement of focused NP to [NP, CP) accounts for these 
constituents being sentence-initial, for the relative order 
they have to each other, and for the fact that the focused NP 

May originate from a sentential complement. Fourth, the 
extension of the account to relativization accounts for the 
seL phenomena in the relative clause, and in particular for 

the relative order of SCL to other constituents. 

We can now see that the major difference between Somali 
and English with respect to focus is that focus movement is 
overt in Somali and occurs at S-structure. English exhibits 

focus through contrastive stress, as in (16). 

(16) John likes MARY (i.e. not Joan) 

In the standard theory, the semantic interpretation of 

English focal stress is parallel to that of quantifiers, the 
focused expression being raised at LF to sentence-initial 

position, where it acts as an operator binding a variable, as 

in (17) (Chomsky (1976), May (1985), Rochemont (1986), 

Culicover and Rochemont (1983». 

(17) (for x = Mary) [w John likes x ) 

4 . 2 ~ Insertion 

ln 2.2, l argued that 'weak 1 pronouns in Somali are seLs, 

and in 3.2, that they are generated under AGRs in I. l have 

just argued that the FPs waa, baa, and ayaa are also generated 

under AGR. When the FP and SCL co-occur in the same clause, 
they coalesce, as we have already seen. The paradigm for the 

various combinations is in (18): 
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(18) waa baa ayaa 

ls w-aan b-aan ay-aan 
2s w-aad b-aad ay-aad 
3sm w-uu b-uu ay-uu 
3sf w-ay b-ay ay-ay 
1p (inc) w-aynu b-aynu ay-aynu 
1p (exc) w-aanu b-aanu ay-aanu 
2p w-aydu b-aydu ay-aydu 
3p w-ay b-ay ay-ay 

It appears that sorne qeneralization is being missed, as 

the FPs uniformly end in aa, and they undergo a common 

morphophonemic process when they coalesce, as in ( 18) . 

Therefore, l want to investigate the possibli ty that the 

underlyinq representations are actually w-, b-, and ay-. 4 

When they oc-occur with SeLs, that is, when the FP and SCL are 

jointly generated under AG~, the representations will be as 

in (19): 

( 19) w- + uu --> wuu 
FP he 

b- + uu --> buu 
FP he 

ay- + uu --> ayuu 
FP he 

As weIl, some means must be available to allow w-, b- , 

and ay- to have well-formed surface structures in the absence 

of a SCL. Therefore, let us suppose there is a rule of 'aa 

insertion' 1 which we might express informally as in (20). 

(20) aa insertion 

AGR --> [AOR aa 

The rule is optional and may apply under AGRs and AGRw. 

We may think of aa insertion as sornething like 'do support' in 

Enqlish. Evidently, like do support, aa insertion is a root 
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phenomenon, occuring only in the matrix clause, as aa does not 

appear in subordinate clauses, even if SCL is absent. s 

4 . 3 Ward Order 

Sa far, l have addressed a number of questions regarding 

Somali syntax, aIl the while skirting the issue of word arder. 

This May seem rather peculiar. However, gi ven the relati vely 

free word order in the language, the strategy l have chosen is 

to ascertain what can be decided with sorne degree of 

conf idence, and only then address the more elusi ve questions. 

Two of the most elusive, in fact, are the location of I 

relative to VP and the internaI structure of VP. 

Consider what has been decided to this point: Somali is 

subject initial, FP+SCL are generated under AGR, extraction is 

leftward. Further, l have assumed, without explicitly 

addressing the question, that land AGR immediately precede V 

and VP. So the phrase structure of the language, simplified, 

is (21). 

( 21) [IP NP [ l' l [ Vp V NP ] ] ] 

The relative arder of land VP and the internaI structure 

of VP have only been assumed, however the question does not 

bear directly upon subject extraction, since l governs the 

subject position in any case. Nevertheless, the relative 

arder of land VP, and the internaI structure of VP are basic 

questions, and it is worth a digression to examine the issues 

and make sorne proposaIs, even if they must be in part only 

provisional. 

It has been implicit in the argument to this point that 

generating w- and seL under I, and assuming the structure 

(21), will account for the correct arder of verb FP and SCL 

relative to the verb and other pre-verbal clitics, as in (1) 

and (4) above, and (22) and (23) below: 
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(22) Saeed (1987, 200) 

wuu ku soo noqday 
F-he to back came 
'He came back te it' 

(23) Saeed (1984, 170) 

baabuurkii wuu i dhaafay 
truck-the F-he me passed 
'The truck passed me' 

This approach has the merit of simplicity, but it does 

not provide a definitive argument for the word order claimed 

above, since clitic movement is not necessarily subject to 

strict adjacency requirements. 6 

A stronger argument for the location of I may be derived 

from the analysis of seL in sentential complement, as in (24): 

( 24) 

a. Axmed baa u malaynaya [inyy 
Ahmed F thinks that-he 

booqanayo barraha ] 
visit teacher-the 

berito 
tomorrow 

'Ahmed thinks that he will visit the teacher tomarrow' 

b. Axmed baa u malaynaya [in berito yg barraha booqanayo] 

In sentences like (24), the seL in the sentential 

complement may occur anywhere between the verb and the 

complementizer in. In particular, NP may occur between the 

seL and the verb, and between seL and in. 

The evidence lends itself to the following analysis: 

Suppose that w- obligatorily cliticizes anto the verb at PF, 

carrying with it the SeL, if present. The correct relative 

order of w-, seL other pre-verbal clitics, and the verb will 

fall out directly. Let us assume further that the SeL, of 

itself, does not cliticize anto the verb. Hence, in the 

sentential complement (where w- is absent) it may remain in 
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situ under AGR. The relatively free word order of somali, 

effected by elause-bound NP movement, aeeounts for the 
possibility that one or more NPs may oceur between the SCL and 

the verb. 7 

Thi~ analysis supports the claim that Somali is SIVP. 8 

However, it is consistent w~th the language being either SIOV 
or SIVO. l have been assuming implicitly that Somali is SIVO. 

The evidence is hardly decisive, but l shall review the 
reasons for maintaining this assumption. 

4.3.1 Somali is SIVO 

(25 ) 

a. 

Consider the sentences in (25) and (26). 

naagtii way aragtay 
woman-the F-she saw 
'The woman saw the girl' 

gabadhii 
girl-the 

b. naagtii gabadhii way aragtay 

(26 ) 

woman-the girl-the F-she saw 
'The woman saw the girl' or 
'The girl saw the woman' 

a. ninkii wuu dilay shabeelkii 
man-the F-he killed leopard-the 
'The man killed the leopard' 

b. ninkii shabeelki~ wuu 
man-the leopard-the F-he 
'The man killed the leopard' 
'The leopard killed the man' 

dilay 
killed 
ru;: 

In (25), both NPs are feminine singulari in (26), both 

NPs are masculine singular. Therefore, in each sentence both 

subject and object agree with the verb for person, number, and 

gender. In standard Somal i, (25) band (26) b would not be 

ambiguous because nominative Case marking results in high tone 
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on the determiner being lowered. However, in the dialect of 

one consultant, hiqh tone is not lowered under nominative 

Casei for him, (25)b and (26}b are ambiguous, as indicated. 

On the basis of this evidence, we may say that (25)a and (26)a 

reflect the D-structure of Somali. In (25)b and (26)b, one NP 

has been preposed from post-verbal position; without 

nominati ve Case marking, the D-structure is unknown. (27) 

represents a partial S-structure for (25)ai (28) represents 

the ambiguous structures consistent with (26)b. 

(27 ) naaqtii way [vp araqtay gabadhii ] 

(28 ) 

a. naagtii qabadhiil way (vp aragtay el 

b. naagtiil qabadhii way [vp aragtay el 

The second reason for holding Somali to be SIVO is 

theory-internal, based upon general assumptions regardinq 

language acquisition. It has been proposed that languages may 

be parameterized wi th respect to the direction of branchinq in 

their major lexical categories, so that they are 'head first' 

or 'head last'. While the directionality of VP, the 

projection of the lexical category V, may he unclear, NP is 

unambiguously head first, as shown in (29). 

(29) Saeed (1987, 111) 

a. dal 
country 
'a country' 

b. dalka 
country-the 
'the country' 

c. dalka weyn 
country-the big 
'The big country' 
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d. dalka aan tegayo 
country-the l go 
'the country l am going toi 

If NP is h~ad first, then in the absence of evidence to 

the contrary, it is a good hypothesis that VP is head first as 

well. 9 

l now summarize in (30) the various claims made to this 

point with respect to Somali phrase structure. 

( 30) CP 

NP~C' 
C ~IP 

NP~II 
I~VP 

V /'-..NP 

4.3.2 Arguments for SOVI 

Before closing this discussion of Somali phrase 

structure, l want to . eview the evidence for SIOV word order. 

The strongest evid( .lce for SIOV cornes fram nominative Case 

marking. The following argument and data are derived entirely 

from Livnat (1984, 62-71), to which the reader is referred for 
more details. 

Nominati ve Case assignment marks only the right-most 

element of the subject. This is true of a simple noun, a noun 

modified by an adjective, or coordinate structures. In (31), 

the nominative Case morphology is underlined. 

( 31) 

a. ninky 
man-the (+nom. ) 
'the man' 



b. ninka fiicani 
man-the good(+nom.) 
'the good man' 

c. ninka iyo naagty 
man-the and woman-the(+nom.) 
'the man and the woman' 

d. cuntada fiican ee kululli 
food-the good and hot (+nom.) 
'the good and hot food' 
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If NP contains a relative clause, Case is displayed 

through inflectional morphology on the verbe In (32)a-c, the 

bracketed NP contains a relative clause in which the object, 

bariiska, has been relativized. 

(32) Livnat (1984, 67-70) 

a. [bariiska [uu ninku iibiyaa]] wuu fiicanyahay 
rice-the he man-the sells F-it is good 
'The rice which the man sells is good. ' 

b. waan cunaa [bariiska [uu ninku iibiYQ]] 
F-I eat rice-the he man-the sells 
'1 eat the rice which the man sells.' 

c. [cp[bariiska [uu ninku iibiYQ] Jo baa [/p el fiican ]] 
rice-the he man-the sells F good 
'The rice which the man sells is good.' 

When the NP is subject of the sentence, it is marked with 

nominative Case, which appears as the inflectional morphology 

aa on the verb. When NP is not in subject position, because 

it is the object, as in (32)b, or because it is focused, as in 

(32)c, it receives non-nominative Case, which is realized as 

the inflectional morphology Q on the verbe 

crucially, these distinctions are retained even if the 

verb is not the last word in the relative clause at surface 

structure, as in (33): 



(33) 

a. 

b. 

[bariiska [uu iibiyaa ninku ]] 
rice-the he sells man-the 
'The rice which the man sells 

cf. (32)a 

wuu fiicanyahay 
F-it is good 
is good.' 

waan cunaa 
F-I eat 
'1 eat the 
cf. (32)b 

[bariiska [uu iibiY2 ninku )) 
rice-the he sells man-the 

rice which the man sells.' 
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The contrasting verb morphology in (32)a-c and (33)a-b 

appears to indicate that the verb is the right-most element in 

the NP, and therefore in the relative clause. This would 

appear to be strong evidence that the clause in Somali is 

verb-f inal and that VP has the interna l ordel OV. However, in 

the absence of a more complete analysis of the data, this 

evidence is not necessarily decisive. 

The question of ward order within VP must be regarded as 

unresolved, with reasonable arguments available for either 

SIVO or srov. In the absence of further evidence, l shall 

continue to assume thdt Somali is SIVO. 
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Notes 

1. More precisely, ~ only oeeurs with AGRs, sinee AGRw only 
oceurs in the case of subjeet extraetion--that is, with baa, ayaa, 
or the equivalent. 

Note that it is unelear whether waa is generated under AGR or 
I. In the absence of any evidenee that l am aware of, l am 
assuming the former. 

2. This was brought to my attention by Mark Baker. 

3. This elaim will be qualified below. 

4. The suggestion l investigate this approaeh is due to Mark 
Baker. 

5. The analysis of FPs may extend to WH questions, as in (i): 

(i) Livnat (1984, 109) 

a. yaa qoray warqadda 
who wrote letter-the 
'Who wrote the letter?' 

b. yuu arkay Cali 
who-he saw Ali 
'Who did Ali see?' 

In (i) b, the subjeet Cali has been moved to post-verbal 
position, as indieated by the presence of the SCL uu. 

6. For example, 'elitie elimbing' is available in sorne languages, 
such as Italian: 

i. Kayne (1989, 239) 

Gianni li vuole vedere 
John them wants to see 
'John wants to see them' 

7. It is unclear how to interprete apparent elitieization SCL 
onto in, as in (24)ai at this time, it appears we ean say little 
more than that it is optional. Somali orthography may be 
misleading on this point. My consultants have been careful to 
pronounce the SCL in sentences like (24) a as a disinet word, 
indieating that (for them) it has not cliticized onto the 
eomplementizer. 
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8. One might argue that Somali is SOVI, on the assumption that 
the auxilary verb in sentences like i. to iii. from Saeed (1987, 
33) are generated under l, on analogy with English auxiliaries. 

i. waan keeni jiray 
F-I bring used to 
'1 used to bring' 

ii. waan keeni doonaa 
F-I bring will 
'1 will bring' 

iii. waan keeni lahaa 
F-I bring would 
'1 would bring, l would have brought' 

However, l think this assumption would be very dubious, and i t 
will not be pursued further here. 

9. It is often claimed in the traditional literature that the 
'preferred' structure is SOV. It is not self-evident whether such 
judgments reflect D-structure word order or relatively late 
stylistic rules. One Somali consultant not only produced SVO word 
order, but explicitly reject SOV, calling it 'bad' Somali. There 

-~ is no doubt that considerable dialectal variation may be found 
among Somali speakers, nor can interference from English word order 
be ruled out. Unfortunately, it is not easy to factor out these 
effects. 
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5. Subject Extraction and Strong Agreement 

In the preceding section, 1 examined focus in Somali, 

with particular at~ention to how focus interacts with 

agreement processes and the SCL. For the sake of 

concreteness, the issues of word order within VP and of VP 

relative to 1 were addressed, if not answered conclusively. 

Although focus is a prominent feature of Somali syntax, the 

discussion took us somewhat afield. In this section, we shall 

return to discussion of subjects and agreement processes, and 

in particular to subject extraction. 

5.1 Subject Extraction in Somali 

In 3.2, it was proposed that a distinction is available 

in Somali betw,een AGRs and AGRw. AGRs selects verb morphology 

from the extensive paradigm, generates an optional SCL, and 

assigns nominative Case. AGRw selects from the restrictive 

paradigm, does not generate a SCL, and does not assign 

nominative Case. AGRw occurs with subject extraction from a 

matr lx clause or by relativization; AGRs occurs elsewhere. 

In particular, subject extraction from a sentential complement 

is from the domain of AG~, with an additional requirement 

that the SCL be present. The analyses of agreement processes 

and pro in earlier sections accounted for a significant range 

of data, but they do not account for these particular 

restrictions. Recall (10) from 3.2, repeated below as (1): 
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(1) 

a. nimanka baa dilay shabeelka 
men-the ( -nom. ) F killed(r) l"opard-the 
'The men killed the leopard' 

b. *nimanka baa dileen shabeelka 
men-the (-nom. ) F killed(e) leopard-the 

c. *ninanka bgy dilay shabeelka 
men-the (-nom. ) F-they killed(r) leopard-the 

d. *nimanky baa dilay shabeelka 
men-the (+nom. ) F killed(r) leopard-the 

e. *nimanky bgy dileen shab3elka 
men-the(+nom.) F-they killed(e) leopard-the 

The ungrammantical cases (1)b to (l)e contain elements 
that can only be generated under AGRs. Take (1)e: on the 

basis of the present analysis, it has aS-structure like (2), 
irrelevant details aside. 

(2) *(cp nimankul [C' bay [IP el AGRs dileen shabeelka ]]] 

The sUbject has nominative Case, there is a SCL, and the 
verb displays morphology from the extensive paradigm. 

Further examples are available from Livnat (1984). The 

following show that the SCL cannot occur if the subject has 
been focused. 

(3 ) Livnat (1984, 57) 

a. Cali baa yimid 
Ali F came 
'Ali came 1 

b. *Cali buu yimid 
Ali F-he came 
(same meaning) 



(4) Livnat (1984, 57) 

a. Cali baa keena bariiska 
Ali F brings rice-the 
'Ali brings the rice' 

b. *Cali buu keena bariiska 
Ali F-he brings rice-the 
(same rneaning) 
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The sarne facts obtain in cases of WH-extraction and 

relativization, as in (7)a and (9)a of 3.2, repeated below as 

(5) and (6). 

(5) Wh-extraction 

kumaa akhriyey buugga 
who read(r) book-the 
'Who read the book' 

(6) Relativization 

[inantii buugga 
girl-the(-nom.) book-the 

akhrisay ] 
read(r) 

waxay araktay askari 
what-she saw(r} soldier-the 
'The girl who read the book saw the soldier' 

(5) and (6) W01Llld be ungrammatical if they were to occur 

with the extensive paradigm and/or SeL, reflecting presence of 

AGRs· 

The generalization can be extended to a restriction in 

Somali against indefinite subject in a matrix clause with the 

FP ~ (i.e. waal and a verb. The following examples are from 

Saeed (1984, 170): 
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(7) 

a. baabuur baa i dhaafay 
truck F me passed 
'A truck passed me' 

b. *baabuur wuu i dhaafay 
truck F-it me passed 
(same meaning) 

(8) 

a. baabuurkii baa i dhaafay 
truck-the F me passed 
'The truck passed me' 

b. baabuurkii wu i dhaafay 
truck-the F-it me passed 
(same meaning) 

AGRw occurs only in the case of subject extrclction, so 

the presence of the verb FP w- is diagnostic for AGRs. 

Redundantly, seL is also diagnostic for AGRs. Indefinite NPs, 

like quantified expressions, are extracted at LF--either 

substituted for [NP,CP], or what is more likely, simply 

adjoined to IP (May 1985; Barriers, 5) ; the details of 

execution are irrelevant here. The extracted NP will have the 

status of an operator at LF binding a variable i.n subject 

position. Therefore, the ungrammaticality of (7)b is due to 

subject extraction from the domain of AGRs; the difference is 

·,that subject extraction is non-overt and occurs at LF. l 

As indicated above, the facts which obtain in the case of 

subject extraction from a sentential complement are quite 

different. In this case, AGRs is obligatory, with the added 

requirement that the SCL be present, as in (9) to (11): 



(9) 

[ninka, baan (w e ramaysanay 
man-the F-I think 

[lP e, tegey shalay))))) 
le ft yesterday 

[cp [Co in* (uu) 
that-he 

'I think that the man left yesterday' 

(10) 

[ardayda, ayuu [cp barruhu faray 
students-they F-he teacher-the made 

(cp [C' in* (ay) 
that-they 

[IP e, buugga akhriyan)])] ] 
book-the read 

'The teacher made the students read the book' 

(11) Livnat (1984, 79) 

[naagta, uu [lP Cali qabo [cp [c· in* (ay) 
woman-the he Ali thinks that-she 

[lP e, ninka buugga siissay] ]]]] waa Amina 
man-the book-the gave F Amina 
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'The woman that Ali thinks gave the book to the man is Amina' 

In the sentential complement, the seL and verb morphology 

from the extensive paradigm are diagnostic for AGRs.2 

Grammatical (9) to (11) contrast with ungrammatical (12), 

where subject has been extracted from the domain of AGRw in 

the sentential complement. J 

(12) 

* [ninka, baan [IP e ramaysanay 
man-the F-I think 

[IP ei teqêy shalay]]]]] 
left yesterday 

[cp [Co in 
that 

\1 think that the man left yesterday' 
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In this case, the verb is from the restrictive paradigm, 

which is diagnostic for AGRw. As weIl, AGRw does not generate 

a SCL or assign nominative Case. 

Returning to the question of subject extraction from a 
matrix or relative clause, the prohibition against subject 

extraction from the domain of AGRs May be expressed 

schematically as in (13), where CP is understood to be a 

simplex clause. 

(13) * (cp 0. (rp e. AGRs VP ] ] 

The extracted subject may be viewed as an operator (Q) 

binding the empty subj ect position. The location and internaI 
structure of VP is irrelevant. 

It is highly unlikely that a restriction like (13) can be 

peculiar to Somali. In the first place, thla theory is moving 

in the direction of assigning language-specifie facts to the 
lexicon, and (13) is clearly a syntactic rule. Secondly, such 

a rule, if specifie to Somali, would pose considerable 
problems for the language learner, particularly in the case of 

(7)b and (8)b, with non-overt movement. In fact, by looking 

at other null subject languages, namely Italian and Irish, we 

shall confirm that (13) is not peculiar to Somali. 

Italian is a null subject language with strong subject

verb agreement. It has been known for sorne time that subject 

extraction is possible only from post-verbal position. 4 The 

argument from standard Italian is complex, however the 

evidence from the Trentino dialect is relatively clear. 

Recall (38) from 3.4, repeated below as (14): 

-l 
> 
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(14) Trentino (Roberge 1986c, 122) 

a. 'Na putela l' ei vegnuda 
a girl she has come 

'A girl came' 

b. E vegnu 'na putela 
has come a girl 
(same meaning) 

When the subject 'na pute la is in pre-verbal position, it 

is accompanied by an obligatory 1 co-referential SCL. However, 

in the case of free invers ion, as in ( 14 ) b 1 the subj ect 

position is occupied by a pleonastic null pronominal. The verb 

agrees with the null subject. The SCL paradigm in Trentino is 

defective, lacking a 3s neuter SCL. Hence, the absence of SCL 

in (14)b. 5 

In the case of subject extraction, the SCL is not 

permitted, indicating that extraction has been from post

verbal position. This may be observed in (15) to (18). 

Notice that the same facts obtain in subject extraction from 

a simplex clause «15) and (16» and from a sentential 

complement «17) and (18». 

(15) Jaeggli (1984, 136) 

a. Quante putele è na 
how-many girls are gone 
'How many girls have left?' 

b. *Quante putele ele nade via?6 

(16) Jaeggli (1984, 136) 

a. Chi ha magnà? 
Who has eaten 
'Who has eaten?' 

b. *Chi halc- magnà?7 

via? 
away 

1 

-



(17) Jaeggli (1984, 135) 

a. Quante putele penset che sia vegnu? 
how-many girls think-2s that are-3s come 
'How many girls do you think have come?' 

b. *Quante putele penset che le sia vegnude? 

(18) Jaeggli (1984, 135) 

a. Chi penset che magna? 
Who think-2s that eat 
'Who do you think is eating?' 

b. *Chi penset che el magna? 
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There is no SCL in the grammatical examples, indicating 

that subject extraction has been effected .from post-verbal 

position. l assume AGRs is present in aIl null subject 

languages, i.e. languages with strong or 'rich' subject-verb 

agreement. Consider the S-structure for ungrammatical (16)b: 

(19) * [cp chi. [IP e. AGRs halo magnà ] ] 

The structure of (19) is identical, in aIl relevant 

respects, to (13) above, the ungrammatical structure found in 

Somali. The difference between Somali and Italian is in the 

device used to circumvent (13). 

distinction between AGRs and AGRw; 

inversion of subject and verbe 

In Somali, it is a 

in Italian, it is free 

Now -:onsider Irish, a null subject language, which 

differs in important ways from both Somali and Trentino, yet 

shares the prohibition captured in (~3). With respect to 

Irish verb inflection, McCloskey and Hale (1984, henceforth M 

& H, 489) report: 
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( 20) 

Verbal paradigms consist of two kinds of forms for 
which we will use the traditional terms 'analytic' 
and 'synthetic' respecti vely. More precisely, each 
verbal paradigm consists of exactly one analytic 
form and a set, possibly null, of synthetic forms. 
The synthetic form represents an inflectional type 
familiar from many other Indo-European languages. 
In a single inflectional ending it encodes 
information about tense and mood, as weIl as the 
person and number of its subject. The analytic 
form encodes only information about tense and mood, 
but not about person-number characteristics of its 
sUbject. 
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M & H Cp· 489) supply the paradigm of the conditional of 

verb cuir 'put' in the Ulster dialect: 

ls chuirfin 1p chuirfimis 
2s chuirfea 2p chuirfeadh sibh 

you (pl) 
3sm chuirfeadh sé 3p chuirfeadh siad 

he they 
3sf chuirfeadh si 

she 

The synthetic forms are ls, 2s, and 1p; the analytic 

form is chuirfeadh. If a synthetic form does not exist, as in 
the 2p and aIl third person r-__ ,.S for the conditional of cuir, 

the analytic form is used, along with an independent subject 

pronoun. 

The 

a) 

b) 

c) 

analytic form has the following distribution: 

with independent subject pronouns, when a 
corresponding synthetic form is not 
available (e.g. 2p, 3s, and 3p in (20) 

with overt lexical NP subject 

with trace subject, even if an 
appropriate synthetic form is available, 
as in (21) 

• 



• 
(21) Chan mise a chuirfeadh t isteach ar 

Cop+Neg me that put (CONDIT) in on 

an phost sin 
that jOb 
'It's not me that would apply for that job' 

M & H (p. 490) report, with respect to (21) (their 

The antecedent for the sUbject trace in (5) is a S1 
pronoun. Note however, that even though there 
exists a synthetic form of cuir appropr iate for the 
context of (5), one finds instead the analytic form 
chuirfeadh. This is an obligatory effect. That 
is, use of the S1 form chuirfinn in a context like 
that in (5) is ungrammatical. Summarizing this 
distributional pattern, we can say that if the 
subject 0.( a clause is phonologically specified, 
then the verb of that clause may not carry person
number inflection. Furthermore, wh-traces pattern 
with lexical NP with respect to this effect. 
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(5) ) : 

We can see that Irish has a contra st between synthetic 

and analytic forms which corresponds generally to the 

distinction between AGRs and AGRw , and aIl that falls out from 

that distinction. However, Somali has 'paired' verb 

inflection paradigms, with an entire extencive paradigm, 

correspondinq to AGRs, and a restrictive paradigm, 

corresponding to AGRw. Irish is a mixed verb inflection 

system, with synthetic forms (corresponding to AGRs) available 

for sorne, but not aIl, person-numbers of a particular verb 

paradigm and a completely leveled weak paradiqm, corresponding 

to AGRw. The crucial facts for present purposes are 

illustrated in (21). In the case of subject extraction, the 

analytic form (corresponding to AGRw) i5 required, even if a 

synthetic form (correspondinq to AGRg) is available, and 

otherwise would be used. 

The relevant facts from these languages are summarized in 

(22) : 
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(22) Possible occurence in the domain of AGRs 

full lexical WH-
pro pronoun NP trace 

Somali + + + 

Trentino8 + ? + 

Irish + 

M & H (p. 490) note that ltIlI-trace patterns with lexical 

NP. However, on the bas is of (22), i t seems more accura te to 

say that in Irish lexical NP patterns with trace. 

l began by saying that there are theoretical reasons why 

(13), repeated below, is not peculiar to Somali. 

(13) * [cp 0. [/p e. AGRs VP ] 

Now we have seen evidence from Trentino and Irish 

indicating that (13) is valid for these null subject languages 

as weIl. As (13), evidently, can be attributed to the human 

language faculty, we need to determine its theoretical status. 

In particular, we should expect (13) to follow from general 

linguistic principles. 

At this point, it will be convenient to summarize the 

Somali data which must be accounted for. First, there is the 

prohibition against short subject extraction from the domain 

of AG~ in matrix or relative clause, as illustrated by (l)a 

and (1)e, repeated here as (23): 

(23) 

a. 

b. 

nimanka baa dilay 
men-the(-nom.) F killed(r) 
'The men kille~ the leopard' 

*nimanky 
men-the (+nom. ) 

b~ dileen 
F-they killed(e) 

shabeelka 
leopard-the 

shabeelka 
leopard-the 
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Secondly, subject extraction from a sentential complement 

is from the domain of AGRs, with additional requirement that 

seL be present. Subject extraction from the domain of AGRw is 

not possible in this configuration. See (12) and (9), 

repeated here as (24): 

(24) 

a. 

b. 

* [ninka. baan [IP e ramaysanay 
man-the F-1 think 

(IP el tegéy shalay]]]]] 
left yesterday 

[cp Cc' in 
that 

'1 think that the man left yesterday' 

[ninka. baan [k e ramaysanay 
man-the F-I think 

[IP e. tegey shalay]]]]] 
left yesterday 

(same meaning) 

[cp [c· in* (uu) 
that-he 

(23)a is an ordinary instance of grammatical subject 

extraction, a c~mmon and familiar phenomenon. (24)a is also 

relatively unproblematic. We know that AGRw cannot identify 

pro. Therefore, the empty subject position can only be an A'

bound trace, which must be properly governed and antecedent 

governed by an intermediate trace in [NP,CP]. Evidently, the 

compleme~tizer in blocks government. These are the familiar 

that-t or ECP effects. The approach suggested in Earriers 

invokes the Minimality Condition, such "Chat th ~ complementizer 

governs the subject position and blocks antecedent government 

by a more distant intermediate trace. Hence, (24)a May be 

assimilated to these more familiar cases. The problematic 

cases are (23) band (24) b; the severa l approaches we cons ider 

will none of them differ significantly in the treatment of 

( 23 ) a or ( 2 4 ) a . 
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5.2 previous Treatments of Subject Extraction in Null Subject 
Languages 

The problem that we are examinig is not a naw one, 

although its status, even the definition of what the problem 
is, has changed as work in generative grammar has progressed. 
T~e earliest discussion of subject extraction in null subject 

languages was Perlmutter (1971), who observed that languages 
like Italian do not exhibi t that-t effects. Rizzi (1982, c. 4, 

however the paper was circulated informally as early as 1980) 

demonstrated that subject extraction in Italian was from post
verbal position. Chomsky (1981), in developing a new 

theoretical framework, linked Rizzi's results with the ECP-
free inversion and subject extraction from post-verbal 

position permitted apparent ECP violations in Italian. The 

work by Rizzi and Chomsky focused on 'long' extraction of a 

sUbject from post-verbal position in an embedded clause, and 
assumed that direct subject extraction from this position wa5 
blocked by that-t effects, or the ECP, depending upon the 

current version of the theory. Rizzi (1982, 151-3) did, 

however, recognize that subject extraction from a matrix 

clause also occurs from post-verbal position. 

l shall not review the analyses presented in this earlier 

work--they are well-known and would take us too far afield. 

l shall restrict myself to reviewing two more recent 

approaches which address the problem of short subject 

extraction in null subject languages, a configuration where 

appeal to the ECP seems inadequate. 

5.2.1 Jaeggli's Approach 

Jaeggli (1984) takes as his starting point the 'Concepts 

and Consequences' version of government binding theory 

(Chomsky, 1982). A number of elements in this framework are 
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crucial ":0 his analysis. First, bindinq theory partitions the 
class of NPs into four categories: 

(25) 

a. (+anaphor, -pronominal] 

b. [-anaphor, +pronominal] 

c. (+anaphor, +pronomina 1 ] 

d. [-anaphor, -pronominal] 

Corresponding to this typology are four kinds of empty 
category: NP-trace, pro, PRO, and variable. The second of 

these, pro, was introduced in Chomsky (1982) and corresponds 

to the null subject in a null subject language. A special 
requirement applies to pro, in that it must be identified by 
'rich' agreement (Chomsky 1982, 78-89). Jaeggli proposes that 

pro is 'identified' through government: 

(26) An empty category is [-anaphor, +pronominal] (i.e. 
'pro'--APH) iff it is governed by 'rich' agreement. 

Note that in (26), Jaeggli accepts the functional 

determination of empty categories. Suppose, then that the 

subject of (27)a i5 extracted directly from subject position, 

yielding the S-structure (27)b. 

(27 ) 

a. Chi ha comprato una casa 
Who has bought a house 

b. 'k (Chil (IP el AGRs ha comprato una casa ] ] 

In (27)b, having a structure identical ta (~3), the empty 

category in subject position is governed by AGRs (= 'rich' 

agreement), which determines that the empty categary is pro. 

The next step is to prevent a pronominal from being locally 
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bound by an operator. (27)b will then be ruled ungrammatical 
as an instance of vacuous quantification. 

Jaeggli notes, however, that a pronoun Q!lll be givel"1 a 

bound interpretation under sorne circumstances. Consider the 

Spanish examples (28) and (29): 

(28) Quienes piensan que ellos son inteligentes 
Who thinks that they are intel] igent 

(29) Quienes dijeron que e piensan que el los 
Who said that think-3pl that they 

son inteligentes 
are intelligent 

In (28), ellos cannot be given a bound interpretation; 

but in (28), Lt cano Jaeggli draws on Montalbetti's 
observation that (in Spanish) overt pronouns cannot be bound, 

unless linked to a bound prol"ominal. Under this 
interpretation, ellos in (29) is linked to ~, a pro which is 

itself bound by the trace of guienes. The conclusion drawn is 

that a pronominal can be bound via a trace, that is, a pronoun 

can be bound in a structure with an LF representation like 
(30) • 

(30) Q. . . . x. . • • pronominal. 

This observation motivates Jaeggli's Condition on Bound 
Pronominals: 

(31) Condition on Bound Pronominals9 

A pronominal R can be interpreted as a variable 
bound by a quantifier Q only if bound by a variable 
of Q. 

Consider now how (31) would apply to the Somali data in 
(23)b and (24)b: 
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(23) b 

*nimanku bay dileen shabeelka 
men-th~(+nom.) F-they killed(e) leopard-~he 
'The T.en killed the leopard 1 

* (nimankul bay (lP el AGRs dilee.n shabeelka)]] 

(24) b 

ninka baan ramaysanahay 
man-the F-I think 
'I think that the man left' 

inuu 
that-he 

[ninkal baan [lP rarnaysa~ahay 
man-the F-I think 

[cp t, [Co inuu [lP el AGRs tegey] ] ] 
that-he left 

tegey 
left 
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In (23)b, the presence of AGRs identifies the subject as 

a pro. The Condition on Bound Pronominals is violated, and 

the sentence is predicted to be ungrammatical, which it is. 

In (24)b, AGRs likewise identifies the subject as pro, 

which is bound by an operator, ninka, and presumably by an 

intermediate trace in [NP,CP] of the sentential complement. 

However, the intermediate trace is not a variable, since it is 

in an A' position. Therefore, the Condition !)n Bound 

Pronominals predicts (24)b to be ungrammatical, which is 

false. (24) b is fully grammatical. 

The approach of Jaeggli (1984), aside from being 

expressed in a framework that is no longer current, fails to 

make the correct predictions with respect to long subject 

extraction in Somali, as in (24)b. As well, it introduces a 

new condition with relatively narrow empirical implications. 

Let us now consider the approach taken by Y. Roberge. 
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5.2.2 Roberge's Approac~ 

The orientation of Roberge (1986c) is different from the 

one pursued here, as he i5 particularly concerned with clitic 

phenomena, including clitic doubling. He proposes a 

definition of C (= clitic) chain: 

(32) C-chain (defini tion} (Roberge 1986c, 225) 

A and ~ form a C-chain ~f: 
i. A and ~ are co-indexed; 
11. A governs ~; 
iii. ~ is locally free lO 

Conditions (32)i and (32)ii have the effect of licensing 

pro in the argument position (= 12) associated with a clitic (= 

A) • ROberge states, 'The last condition in (iii) is new and 

is introduced in order to block any extraction out of the 

a '"gument positj on (b) related to a clitic (A) since ~ would 

otnerwise be locally A' -bound by the coindexed antec.~edent.' 

(Roberge 1986c, 225). To (32), Roberge adds (Roberge 1986c, 

226) condition (33): 

(33) A clitic must be part of aC-chain. 

Between them, (32) and (33) prevent extraction of a 

cli tic-doubled NP and prevent the occurence of an overt or 

non-overt anaphor in a clitic-doubled context.. In either 

case, the clitic must be part of aC-chain by (33), and 

therefore (32) must be satisfied. If a clitlc-doubled NP is 

extracted, it w111 A'-bind its trace, and thE'. sentence will be 

out by (32) iii. If an anaphor is cli tic-d()ubled, i twill be 

locally A-bound, and again the sentence will be out by 

(32) iii. Il 

If (33) applies at LF (assumed to be the unmôrked case), 

extraction from a clitic-doubled position is blocked 

absolutely. If it applies at S-structure, it blocks overt 

extraction, e.g. WH-movement, but permits clitic-doubled 
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quantified expressions, which undergo QR at LF. (This 

evidently occurs in Trentino, Fiorentino, and Pied Noir 

French.) Finally, if (33) does not apply at aIl, extraction 

from clitic-doubled positions will be freely permitted, as 

evidently occurs in Argentinian and Uruguayan Spanish. 

Roberge (1986c) correctly predicts that no language will 

permit overt extraction of a clitic-doubled NP at S-structure, 

but exclude clitic-doubled quantified expressions. 

As Roberge indicates (1986c, 225), his approach can be 

extended readily to the licensing of pro by agreement, Lo. by 

AGRs' Applying his approach to (13), it might be argued that 

AGRsf parallel to a clitic, must be part of a chain co-indexed 

with [NP,IP). Consider how this might apply to the Somali 

data in (23)b and (24)b. In (23)b, AGRs governG and by 

convention is co-indexed with the empty subject position. 

However, the empty subject position is bound by nimanku, so 

(23)b violates {32)iii and is ungrammatical, as predicted. 

l have already assimilated (24)a to the familiar that-t 

effects. By the Uinimality Condition, the complementizer in 

blocks antecedent government of the subject position. 

Consequently the trace in subject position is not properly 

governed, resulting in an ECP violation. 

(24) b is more problematic. The empty subject position in 

the sentential complement is governed by and co-indexed with 

AGRs. We May assume an intermediate trace in (NP,CP) of the 

sentential complement, which m-commands and presumably binds 

the empty subject position. The Minimality Condition is 

relevant to government, but it is not relevant to binding. In 

(24)b, the Minimality Condition does not block binding of the 

subject position, (24)b violates (32)iii and should be 

ungrammatical, which it is note 

Suppose we permit deletion of the intermediate trace, 

which is permissible if the empty subject is a pronominal, 

i.e. not a trace. As (32)i and (32)ii license pro in subject 
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position, the approach would appear to be tenable. In this 

case, the empty subject and its antecedent will be co-indexed 

by construal, since they do not form a chain. 12 

Subject to these qualificatio~s, Roberge (1986c) obtains 

the correct results. However (32)iii. is problematic. It is 

redundant with respect to lexical NPs and pronouns, as they 

must be free and locally free, respectively, by the binding 

theory. Therefore, the only structure with empirical 

consequences is trace forming aC-chain with a clitic or 

agreement features. This is precisely the structure (13), 

which I have observed to be ungrammatical. Therefore (32)iii 

is essentially a stipulation and does not answer the more 

fundamental question of why this structure is ung~ammatical. 

It is this question that I shall address in the next section. 

5.3 Subject Extraction from the Domain of AG~ 

The problem is to account for the fact that short subject 

extraction in Somali from matrix or relative clause is only 

possible from the domain of AGRw, as in (23), while long 

subject extraction from sentential complement is only possible 

from the domain of AGRsi with the additional requirement in 

the latter case that the seL be present in the sentential 

complement. (23) is repeated below: 

(23 ) 

a. 

b. 

nimanka baa dilay 
men-the(-nom.) F killed(r) 
'Thp. men killed the leopard' 

Itnimanky 
men-the (+nom.) 

b~ dileen 
F-they killed(e) 

shabeelka 
leopard-the 

shabeelka 
leopard-the 

(23)a is a normal, grammatical case of short subject 

extraction. What is problematic is the prohibition against 

sUbject extraction from the domain of AGRs, as in (23)b. 
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Building on the insights of Jaeggli (1984), the approach l 

shall take is to attribute the ungrammaticality of (23)b to a 

binding theory violation. More specifically, if the empty 

subject of (23)b is pro, and if the governing category is CP, 

then (23)b will violate Principle B of the b1nding theory, 

which requires pronominals to be free in their governing 

category. 

The next step is to accomodate the contrast between lici t 

and illicit A'-binding as in (23) to the binding theory. The 

binding the ory of Chomsky (1981) is a theory of A-binding and 

will not make the proper distinctions. Therefore, l shall 

adopt the generalized binding theory of Aoun (1985), which is 

a the ory of A- and A'-binding: 

(34) Generalized 9inding (Aoun 1985, 28) 

A. An anaphor must be X-bound in its governing category 

B. A pronominal must be X-free in its governing 
category 

C. A name must be A-free 

(Where X=A or AI) 

l shall define governing category then as (35): 

(35) Governing Category (def) 

~ is the governing category for }2 iff g is the minimal NP 
or CP containing }2, a governor of Q, and a SUBJECT 
accessible to Q. 

Returning to (23)b, l have argued that the empty fubject 

position is pro. By (35), the governing category for pro is 

CP, in which it is A'-bound by the antecedent nimanku, 

violating Principle Bof (34). It follows that (23)b is 

ungrammati~al. 

Note that sentences 1 ike ( 23) b are 

when SCL is absent. (See (1)a-e above.) 

ungrammatical evei1 

This follows from 

i 
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the proposaI in 3.3, based upon Rizzi (1986), that AGRs 

licenses pro, while SCL and the extensive verb paradigm give 

it content. The presence of AGRs , as indicated for instance 

by the extensive verb paradigm, is e:',ough to identify a null 

subject to be a pronominal for purposes of the bind ing theory, 

even if SCL is absent and pro therefore lacks content. 

Now consider long extraction from the subject position of 

a sentential complement, as in (24), repeated below: 

(24) 

a. * [ninkal baan [IP e ramaysanay [cp t l Cc' in 

b. 

man-the F-1 think that 

[,p el tegey shalay])))) 
left yesterday 

'1 think that the man left yesterday' 

(ninkal baan [,p e ramaysanay [cp t l [C' in* (uu) 
man-the F-1 think that-he 

[,p el tegey shalay)])]) 
left yesterday 

(sarne meaning) 

1t was indicated above that (24)a is a standard case of 

that-t or ECP effects and requires no further comment. \3 

Now consider (24)b. The null subject is pro, because it 

is in the domain of AGRs. Observe that the intermediate trace 

binds pro within CP, its governing category. Therefore, it 

appears that (24) b should represent a Principle B binding 

theory violation. Nevertheless, the sentence is fully 

grammatical. 

1nsofar as it entails these results, the representation 

(24)b must be incorrect. Let us consider, therefore, an 

approach suggested in 5.2. 2 , namely that the intermediate 

trace in [NP,CP] may be deleted before application of binding 

theory. There is no principled reason why this cannot oceur, 
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since pro does not require an intervening trace for its 

interpretation. The derivation will then proceed as follows: 

at S-structure, the subject will be extracted via movement to 

the embedded [NP, CP], adj unct i on to VP, and movement to 

[NP,CP] of the matrix clause, leaving an empty category at the 

extraction site which is licensed as pro by AGRs and given 

content conjointly by the extensive paradigm verb morphology 

and the SCL. The intermediate trace in [NP,CP] will delete 

before application of binding theory at LF, insuring ~hat pro 

is free in its governing category, as required. The 

antecedent and nuli subject may retain the sarne index, or they 

may be co-indexed by construal; failure of co-indexation will 

result in a case of vacuous quantification. The resulting 

structure will be like (25). (1 assume the trace adjoined to 

VP is deleted as weIl, though the question is immater ial 

here.) 14 

There is independent evidence to support deletion of 

intermediate trace. A lexical subject generated in the domain 

of AGRs is assigned nominative Case. This is true wh ether the 

subject is in D-structure position or is clause-bound moved tu 

another position, as in (22) of 3.3, repeated here as (36): 

(36) Livnat (1984, 10) 

a. Cali wuxuu moodayey [inay nimanku tageen] 
Ali F-he thought that-they rnen-the(+nom.) left 
'Ali thought that the men had 1eft' 

b. Cali wuxuu moodayey nimanku, [inay 
Ali F-he thought men-the(+nom.) that-they 

e, tageen) 
left 

(same meaning) 

If the subject of a simplex clause is 

displays non-nominative Case, as in (1) a. 

being generated within the domain of AGRw , 

extracted, it 

This is due to 

which l have 

already argued does nc.t assign nominative Case. The position 

of [NP,CP] does not exclude nominative Case intrinsically. 

Normally, an extracted NP forms a chain with the extraction 
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site; Case is assigned to the extraction site and is 

disp1ayed on the NP with which it forms a chain, however the 

details are accounted for. tS 

Now, compare (36) with cases of long subject extraction 

from a sententia1 complement, as in (9) to (11), repeated 

below: 

(9) 

[ninkaj baan (IP e ramaysanay [cp t j Cc' in" (uu) 
man-the F-I think that-he 

[tP e. 'tegey shalay]]]]] 
1eft yesterday 

'I think that the man left yesterday' 

(10) 

[ardaydaj ayuu [cp barruhu faray 
students-they F-he teacher-the made 

[cp t. [Co in* (ay) 
thélt-they 

[IP ej AGRs buugqa akhriyan]]]] ] 
book-the read 

'The teacher made the students read the book' 

(11) Livnat (1984, 79) 

[naagta. uu (IP Cali qaho [cp t. [C' in. (ay) 
woman-the he Ali thinks that-she 

[tp e. ninka buugga siissay] ]]]] waa Amina 
man-the book-the gave F Amina 

'The woman that Ali thinks gave the book to the man is Amina' 

In (9) to (11), s:ubject extraction has been from the 

domain of AGRs. Therefore, we should expect the extracted NP 

to disp1ay nominative Case. Surpr ising1y , they are non

nominative. This may he exp1ained, however, qiven the present 

ana1ysis. Un1ike clause-bound NP movement, which occurs at 

PF, extraction occurs at S-structure, leavinq an intermediate 
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trace in [NP,CP] of the sentential complement. If this 

intermediate trace is deleted, as l claim, the antecendent and 

pro will not form a chain. Hence, if nominative Case is 

assigned at PF, the chain terminating in the extraction site 

will consist of one member, namely pro, and nominative Case 

will not be transported ta the subject. What appears on the 

subject is non-nominative Case, the default Case, assigned 

under what are essentially 'elsewhere' conditions. 16 

Ta summarize the argument, the analysis of short subject 

extraction in Somali from matrix or relative clause has been 

based upon the assumption that AGRs deterl1lines a null subject 

ta be pro. Ungrammatical short subject extraction from the 

domain of AGRs then reduces ta a Principle B binding theory 

violation. With respect to long subject extraction from 

sentential complement, complementizer blacks antecedent 

government by an intermediate trace, so that subj ect 

extraction from the domain of AGRw would result in an ECP 

violation. Valid long extraction leaves pro, which is 

licensed by AGRs and given content through the presence of 

extensi ve verb paradigm morphology and SeL. Subsequent 

deletion of the intermediate trace prevents a principle p, 

violation. 

In this section, l assimilated a range of somali data to 

a general prohibition against direct subject extraction from 

the domain of AGRs. l then made a series of proposaIs, based 

chiefly upon the Somali data, to account for this prohibition. 

It remains now to demonstrate that these proposaIs are of 

general validity, and in particular that the y may be extended 

to phenomena in other languages. In the best case, we should 

hope to find an improved explanation for what had been 

problematic. At the least, we should not create more problems 

th an we found. l srall now return to the cases of Italian and 

IriSh, to demonstrate the effects of the present proposaIs for 

these null subject languages. 
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5.4 Extending the Account to Italian and Irish 

Recall that subject extraction in Italian, including the 
Trentino dialect, is from post-verbal position. This is true 
of subject extraction from a simplex clause, as in (15) and 
(16), repeated below, and from a sentential complement, as in 
(17) and (18) ~ 

(15) Jaeggli (1984, 136) 

a. Quante putele è na via? 
how-many girls are gone away 
'How many girls have left? ' 

b. *Quante putele ele nade via? 

( 16) Jaeggli (1984, 136) 

a • Chi ha magnA? 
Who has eaten 
'Who has eaten?' 

b. *Chi halo magnà? 

(17) Jaeggli (1984, 135) 

a. Quante putele penset che sia vegnu? 
how-many girls think-2s that are-3s come 
'How many girls do you think have come?' 

b. *Quante putele penset che le sia vegnude? 

(18) Jaeggli (1984, 135) 

a. Chi penset che magna? 
Who think-2s that eat 
'Who do you think is eating?' 

b. *Chi penset che el magna? 

The present account may be applied in a straight-forward 

manner to the simplex clause, as in (15) and (16). the 
presence of seL is diagnostic for direct subject extraction, 
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which l have argued violates Principle B of the binding 

theory. Subject extraction from post-verbal position avoids 

this prohibition on the assumption that the post-verbal 

extraction site is occupied by a trace and that the subject 

position is occupied by a null pleonastic pronominal, which is 

not bound by the extracted NP. On the basis of only (15) and 

(16), subject extraction from post-verbal position might be 

interpreted as a device available in Italian for preventing a 

princip le B billding theory violation. 

The story is quite different for subject extraction from 

sentential complement, as in (17) and (18). Direct subject 

extraction would be structurally identical to the Somali case: 

the null subject at the extraction site should be licensed and 

identified as pro, and the intermediate trace should delete, 

permitting the derivation. And yet, direct subject extraction 

from a sentential complement clearly does not occur. 

The most promising response to this problem is to 

attribute post-verbal subject extraction to sorne independent 

feature or features of Italian. In fact, this is a plausible 

approach, sinee Italian, but not Somali, permits free 

inversion, as discussed in section 3.4, indicating that the 

relation of subject to l and V in these two languages must 

differ at sorne fundamental level. 

One possibility, consistent with this observation, is 

that the subject is generated post-verbally in Italian. Adams 

(1987) is only one of a number of authors to make such a 

proposal.17 If this approach is tenable, then 'free

inversion' is accounted for directly, as is subject extraction 

from post-verbal position. It is beyond the scope of the 

present study to investigate this approach to Italian. For 

our purposes, the availability of such an account undermines 

the relevance of ( 17) and (18) as counter-e\' idence to the 

proposaIs made in 5.3. 

In summary, the evidence from Italian is relati vely 

neutra l w i th respect to the arguments made above. Subj ect 
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extraction from a simplex clause is accounted for, and subject 

extraction from sentential complement is inconclusive as 

counter-evidence. 

Compared to Italian, the data from Irish is more complex 

and more interesting. 

It was indicated in 5.1 that Irish, like Somali, has a 

contra st between strong and weak subjact-verb agreement (AGRs 

and AGRw), corresponding to the 'synthetic' and 'analytic' 

verb paradigms. Synthetic forms incorporate person-number 

features, as weIl as tense and mood; analytic forms 

incorporate tense and mood only. As indicated in (22), 

analytic forms occur with WH-trace, as weIl aG with lexical 

NPs and lexical pronouns; the synthetic forms occur only wi th 

pro. The crucial evidence for subject extraction from the 

domain of AGRw was presented in (21), repeated below. Note 

that the analytic form chuirfeadh (corresponding to AGRw) 

oceurs, rather than the synthetic form cuir (corresponding to 

AGRs), which is available and would otherwise occur. 

( 21) Chan mise a chuirfeadh t isteach ar 
Cop+Neg me that put (CONDIT) in on 

an phost sin 
that jOb 
'It's not me that would apply for that job' 

The facts in Irish are actually a good deal more complex 

than this. McCloskey (1979) discusses two relative clause 

strategies available in Irish, for which he uses the 

tradi tional terms 'direct' and 'indirect' relatives. The 

direct relative leaves a variable (a 'gap' in McCloskey's 

terminology), while the indirect relative leaves a resumptive 

pronoun. In a simplex clause, the distribution is as follows: 

dire~t relative is obligatory if the subject is relativized, 

direct and indirect relative are available if the direct 

object is relati vized, 18 and the indirect :celati ve is 
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obligatory for relativization of more remote NP, e.g. object 
of a preposition or NP specifier of a NP. 

corresponding to these strategies are two distinct 

complementizers, which McCloskey represents respecti vely as aL 
(a particle which appears as ~ and induces lenition of the 
following segment) and gtf (a particle which also appears as 51, 

but induces nasalization of the following segment). aL oceurs 

with direct relatives, and aN occurs with indirect relatives. 
Therefore, these complementizers are diagnostic for the 

respective relativization strategies. 19 Examples of the two 
relativization strategies are given below: 

(37) McCloskey (1979, 12) 

a. Direct relative 

an fear aL thuigeann e an scéal 
the man that understands the story 
'the man that understands the story' 

b. Indirect relative 

an fear aN n-inslonn tu an scéal d6 
the man that tell you the story to him 
'the man that you told the story to' 

FOllowing the line of analysis taken to this point, l am 

assuming that the direct and indirect relative structures in 

a simplex clause are like (38): 

(38 ) 

a. Direct relative 

[ NP [cp 0, (c· aL [IP ••• t, ... J ] ) ] 

b. Indirect relative 

[ NP [cp 0, [C' aN (IP ••• pronoun j •• ] ] ] ] 

A null operator generated in argument position will move 

to [NP, CP] at S-structure, leaving a variable in the case of 
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the direct relative and a bound pronominal in the case of the 

indirect relative. 

Subject extraction, as in (37)a, is only possible from 

the domain of AGRw1 and using the direct relative strategy. 

AGRw does not license and identify a null subject as pro, so 

the subject position must be a variable. AGRw governs the 

subject position, but does not properly govern it, so the 

variable must be antecedent governed. In the ordinary case, 

a complementizer blocks antecedent government, presumably by 

the Minimality Condition. However, this is evidently not true 

of (37)a, having a structure similar to (38)a. We may 

instantiate this observation with ~ the present framework by 

assuming that in the unmarked case, a complementizer is a 

governor and therefore invokes the Minimality Condition when 

a subject is extracted over it to the position [NP,CP]. It 

then follows that aL is marked as a non-governor, so i t does 

not invoke the Minimality Condition. This should pose no 

problem for the language learner, as there is positive 

evidence for the marked status of aL. Informally, we may say 

that the marked status of aL is functianally equivalent to 

complementizer deletion in English. 

We may take aN to be the unmarked case, a complementizer 

which is a governor and which therefore invokes the Minimality 

Condition. A subject cannat be extracted fram the domain af 

AGRw over aN, because it will leave a variable that is not 

praperly governed. In a simplex clause, a subject cannat be 

extracted from the domain of AGRs over aN, because the null 

subject will be licensed as pro and will be b..:>und in its 

governing category, a Principle B binding the ory violation. 20 

Next, let us consider extraction from embedded clauses, 

in which direct and indirect relative strategies have the 

partial structures (39) a-b, derived from McCloskey (1979) and 

M & H: 



(39) 

ao Direct relative 

NP [cp 0, [Co aL (IPo 0 • (cp (c' aL [Ir o. 0 t, . 0 0 

bo Indirect relative 

NP (cp 0, [C' aN ([P o. 0 [cp [C' goN [Ir 000 pronominal, ..• 
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In the direct relative, every clause is headed by aL. In 
the indirect relative, the highest clause is headed by aN, and 
every embedded clause is headed by goN, the complementizer 

which heads an ordinary sentential complement. 

In the case of subject extraction from sentential 
complement, three strategies are available, which reduce in 

part ta two. The direct relative may be used, in which case 

the sUbject is extracted from the domain of AGRw and the 

complementizer aL appears at the head of each clause. Or, the 

indirect relative May be used, in which case a pronominal is 

left at the extraction site, and aN heads the highest clause, 

while each embedded clause is headed by goN. The pronominal 

may be a lexical pronoun, in which case the verb is of the 

analytic form, reflecting AGRw. Or, the pronominal may be 

pro, if there is an available synthetic form, reflecting AGRs. 

These variants are illustrated in (40) to (42), from M & H 

(498-9) : 

(40) Direct relative 

na daoine aL bhi mé ag duil aL chuirfeadh t 
the people that was l expect (PROG) that put(CONDIT) 

isteach ar an phost sin 
in on that job 
'the people that l was expecting would apply for that 

job' 
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(41) Indirect relative with lexical pronoun 

na daoine aN raibh mé ag duil goN gcuirfeadh 
the people that was l expect (PROG) that put(CONDIT) 

siad isteach ar an phost sin 
they in on that job 
'the people that l expected (that they) would apply 

for that job' 

(42) Indirect relative with pro 

na daoine aN raibh mé ag duil goN 
the people that was l expect (PROG) that 

gcuirfidis pro i~teach ar an phost sin 
put (CONDIT P3) 
'the people that 

for that job' 

in on that job 
l expected (that they) would apply 

The analysis of the direct relative in (40) carries over 

directly from the analysis of direct relative in the simplex 

clause. The structure of the complementizer position of the 

embedded clause in (40) will be essentially as in (43): 

( 4 3 ) ... [cp t. [c' aL [IP ••• t •.•. AGRw ••• 

The subject is extracted from the domain of AGRw over the 

complementizer aL, which does not block antecedent government. 

The extraction site is occupied by a variable which is bound 

in i ts governing category CP, as required under Principle A of 

the generalized binding theory. The intermediate trace cannat 

be deleted. 

Now consider the indirect relative, which will have an 

internaI structure like (44): 

(44) ... [cp (t) [Co goN [IP ••• pronominal •.•. AGR ..• 

If the embedded verb displays morphology from the 

synthetic paradigm, reflecting AGRs, the pronominal is pro. 

If the embedded verb is analytic, reflecting AGRw, the 

pronominal is a full lexical pronoun. In either case, goN 
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blocks antecedent government, but does not block binding, so 

the intermediate trace (enclosed in parenthesis in (44»), must 

delete before application of binding theory. 21 

Subject extraction in Irish is quite complex, and yet it 

is consistent with the proposals in 5.3. The marked status of 

the complementizer aL permits subject extraction from the 

domain of AGRw in a sentential complement. On the other hand, 

subject extraction by the indirect strategy over the 

cOlnplementizer goN requires a resumpti ve pronoun. The 

proposaIs in 5.3 carry over directly to this configu~ation. 

Irish differs from Somali only in permitting either pro or 

lexical pronoun in this conf iguration. 

Irish provides a rich array of data respecting subject 

extraction, with important distinctions made with respect to 

agreement processes, resumpti ve pronouns, and complementizers. 

The tact that the proposaIs in 5.3 can be extended in a 

natural way to the Irish data indicates that these proposaIs 

are of sorne general validity. 
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Notes 

1. The prohibition against subject extraction as in (5)b is 
widely attested. Unfortunately, l cannot comment on the 
grammaticality of (i): 

(i) [cp NP. baa 

That is, indefinite subject is in situ and another NP is 
focused. 

2. Note that the extracted subjects ninka in (10), ardayda 
in (11), and naagta in (12) display (surprisingly) non
nominative Case, although they have been extracted from the 
domain of AG~. l shall account for this in 5.3. 

3. (12) has not been obtained from or verified with a native 
speaker. 

Somali h~s a complex verb system with distinctions made 
between matrix clause, subordinate clause in a subject, and 
subordinate clause in a non-subject argument of the matrix 
verb. correspond ing to each of these are ' extens ive 1 and 
'restrictive' forros, for a total of six paradigms, although 
several of these are identical. (See note 4, section 2 for 
examples. ) The i ...!stricti ve paradigm does not occur in 
sentential complelnents, but it does occur in subordinate 
clauses of other non-subject arguments of the matrix verbe 

The form of this verb in the simple past was obtained 
from Saeed (1987, 60-62). 

4. See Rizzi (1982, c.4) and subsequent work by Rizzi and 
othE:.t's. 

5. Jaeggli and Roberge differ slightly in their accounts of 
SCLs in Trenti~o. Jaeggli (1984) claims that they are absent 
(i.e. in sorne general sense) in the case of free inversion. 
Roberge (1986C) attrlbutes the absence of SCL in free 
inversion ta th~ defective nature of the Trentino paradigm, 
which lacks a 3s neuter SCL. As Roberge' s account is 
consistent with Fiorentino (see 3.4), l assume it is correct. 
The question is immaterial for the present discussion. 

6. The 3sf SeL le is cliticized onto the verb~, yielding 
ele. 

7. The 3sm SCL la is cliticized onto ha, yielding halo. 

8. l have no information on the possibility of full subject 
pronouns in Trentino. 
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9. Jaeggli proposes a revised version of (24) which as 
slightly different empirical coverage. (24) suffices for 
present purposes. 

10. By 'locally free', Roberge evidently means 'free in its 
governing category. 

11. Sentences with the French reflexive clitic se present an 
apparent problem for Roberge's analysis, as in (i): 

(i) Jean se vejt. 
'Jean sees himself.' 

See Roberge (1986c, 243-251) for discussion. 

12. In fact, l shall incorporate deletion of intermediate 
trace into my own analysis below. 

13. Aoun' s generalized binding had as one of its consequences 
the elimination of the ECP as an independent principle. 
Within the pre-Barriers model, an antecedent in COMP would not 
c-command its trace in subject position if the complementizer 
was present (Le. there was a 'doubly-filled' COMP), and 
consequently could neither bind it or antecedent govern it. 
Therefore, generalized binding resulted in the ECP being 
reduced to a Principle A binding theory violation. 

within the Barriers framework, an antecedent in [NP, CP) 
c-coInnlands a trace in subject position. The Minimality 
Condition blocks antecedent government, but is irrelevant for 
binding. (24)a is not a principle A binding the ory violation. 
Hence, within the Barriers framework, generalized binding does 
not eliminate the ECP. 

14. Alternatively, the 'extracted' subject and pro might be 
generated in situ. The chief empirical distinction would be 
that base-generation should freely permit Subjacency 
violations. The evidence is not clear, but it appears that 
this structure .in Somali is subject to the usual island 
conditions. For instance, NP cannot be extracted from a 
relative clause. (See (12) in section 4.) 

15. German provides particularly clear examples, since WH
words are marked for Case in sentences like i. and ii.: 

i. Wer hat den Hans gesehen? 
Who has se en Hans? 

ii. Wen hat der Hans gesehen? 
Who(m) has Hans seen? 
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16. The external reviewer has observed, quite rightly, that 
my analysis evidently predicts that clause-bound moved NP 
should also be non-nominative, since Case is assigned at PF. 
A solution to this problem, consistent with the present 
analysis, is to make the (uncontroversial) assumption that PF 
has more than one level. Hence, focus and WH-movement occur 
at S-structure, Case assignment at PF, and clause-bound NP 
movement at PF'. 

17. See Adams (1987,17-19) for discussion and for citations 
within the generative literature. 

18. Evidently, the direct relative is favoured, unless it 
results in ambiguity. See McCloskey (1979, 6-8). 

19. It may not be entirely accurate to cal1 aL and aN 
complementizers, since their distribution is quite unlike 
English that or French gue, occuring as they do in simplex 
clauses. Moreover, they are themsel ves distinct from goN, the 
complementizer introducing ordinary sentential complements in 
Irish. What is important here is that aL and aN will be 
understood to ce heads which occupy the position of C, he ad of 
CP. 

20. l cannot explore here the Many questions raised by the 
Irish data, e.g. how a resumptive pronoun in direct object 
position can be bound by an operator in [NP,CP] without 
violating principle B. 

21. Observe that if the synthetic form is available, either 
synthetic form (with pro) or analytic form (with lexical 
pro~oun) May appear. This is in marked contra st with base
generated pronouns, which must be pro, if the synthstic form 
is avaiable. (See M & H (p. 490), also quoted above in 5.1.) 

In section 3.3, l proposed that the Avoid Pronoun 
Principle, repeated here as i., applies at D-structure. 

i. Avoid pronoun if pro is available 

The tacts concerning bade-generated pronouns in Irish 
fall out directly. If i. does not apply at S-structure, it 
will be possible for a resumptive pronoun created by subject 
extraction to be realized freely as pro or as lexical pronoun. 
Evidently, there is sorne cross-linguistic variation, since in 
Somali resumptive pronouns created by movement can only be 
realized as pro. 
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6. Conclusions 

At the out set of this study, 1 proposed that there are 

b~sically two reasons for extending ~he theory to a new set of 

data, in this case a range of syntactic phenomena in Somali. 

The first is that the theory should provide a more explanatory 

account of the data, if indeed the theory makes correct 

generalizations about an innate human speech faculty. 

Secondly, in extending the theory, we inevi tably encounter 

problems which challenge us to refine the the ory itself. Of 

course, these are complementary processes, as the the ory 

determines what questions we ask, and the data determines the 

range of possible answers. 

It is appropriate at this point to evaluate what success 

has been achieved in meeting these twin objectives. Because 

this study entered new terri tory, i t was necessary at times to 

deal with sorne peripheral issues, at the expense of the main 

line of investigation. Therefore, what follows is less a 

summary of the preceding sections, than an attempt to bring 

together those analyses which seem most secure and most 

interesting. It is convenient to retain a twin perspective 

and first surnmarize the conclusions regarding Somali syntax, 

then review the proposaIs of a more general and theoretical 

nature. 

The co-occurence of extensive verb inflection paradigm, 

nominative Case assignment, and optional seL suggests that 

Somali has a contra st between strong and weak subject-verb 

agreement, indicated here by AGRs and AGRw respecti vely. 

These co-occurence restrictions have been recognized to a 

greater or 1esser extent by a range of authors, a1though 

attributing them to a unique AGR node is evidently original 

with this study. Given the known re1ationship between verb 

i 
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inflection, nominative Case, and SCLs, the proposaI is a 

natural one. However, the strongest svpport comes from the 

subsequent analyses, which have been constructed on this 

foundation. It is a crucial part of this analysis that SCL is 

generated optionally under AGRs. It follows that those 

contexts where the seL is either obligatory or excluded must 

be accounted for independently. 

Given the above, it follows naturally that Somali is a 

null subject language in the sense that the subject position 

[NP, IP] may be occupied by pro, if certain conditions are met, 

in particular if the SCL is present. In section 3, l 

identified three contexts where SeL is necessary for giving 

content to pro: when pro is generated at o-structure, when 

pro is generated at D-structure but realized at PF as a 

lexical pronoun, and when clause-bound NP movement at PF 

leaves pro. In section 5, a fourth context was identified, 

when a subject is extracted from a sentential complement, 

leaving a pro which functions essentially as a resumpti VI::! 

pronoun. This part of the analysis accounted for when SCL is 

obligatory. 

Finally, l identified a general prohibition against 

sUbject extraction from. the domain of AGRs, which is valid 

across null subject languages, irlcluding in particular Italian 

and Irish. As subject extraction from a simplex clause is 

only possible in Somali from the domain of AGRw, and AGRw 
cannot generate a SCL, it follows that SCL cannot occur in 

this contexte This part of the analysls accounts for the 

contexts in which SCL cannot occur. 

We see, therefore, that what had appeareè- in earlier work 

as complex and largely idiosyncratic phenomena (.. ,-.. be made to 

follow from a distinction in Somali between AGRs and AGRw, 

requirements for the identification of pro, and a general 

prohibLtion against direct subject extraction from the domain 

of AGRs' 
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In the course of this analysis, it was proposed that FP 

is generated under AGR (or 1), along with an optional seL if 

AGR=AGRs' If the FP is a NP FP, the FP (and SCL, if present) 

move to C, head of CP, at S-structure, a species of head 

movement. This analysis seems reasonable, although it is not 

particularly interesting insofar as rather little can be made 

to follow from it as yet. similarly, sorne proposaIs were made 

concerning Somali phrase structure, particularly the internaI 

structure of VP, which are highly provisional and not very 

secure. 

Now let us consider the theoretical consequences of this 

study. A striking feature of the Somali data is that it seems 

to force a distinction between AGRs and AGRw, to an extent 

unknown in other null subject languages. Italian lacks such 

a distinction, and the distinction in Irish is obscured by the 

fact that the synthetic form of the verb, corresponding to 

AGRs, occurs only with pro. Consequently, AGRw in Irish is 

unlikely to be perceived as an 'escape mechanism' for subject 

extraction, as it appears in Somali. 

Subject extraction in null subject languages has been 

given varied interpretation. Rizzi (1982, c.4) attributes 

post-verbal subject extraction in Italian to that-t or ECP 

effects. However, the Somali data virtually forces the 

conclusion that AGRs creates an opaque domain for direct 

subject extraction. There are at least two earlier studies 

which identify the problem as l have, namely Jaeggli (1984) 

and Roberge (1986c). Jaeggli (1984) makes incorrect 

predictions 

complement 

respecting 

in Somali. 

subject extraction from sentential 

As weIl, his Condition on Bound 

Pronominals is specifie to a relatively narrow range of 

phenomena. Roberge (1986c) makes the correct empirical 

predictions, but introduces a condition on clitics that is 

essentially a stipulation. 
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The solution presented here, based upon the generalized 

binding of Aoun (1985), is an improvement over earlier 

accounts in that the restriction is attributed to a general 

principle, namely Principle B of the binding theory. Not only 

do we eliminate unnecessary conditions or principles, we also 

minimize the 'special status' of null subject languages. 

The evidence from Italian is only partly consistent with 

these findings. Short subject extraction from a matrix clause 

is accounted for directly. However, sUbject extraction from 

sentential complement is problematic, since the extraction 

domain is structurally identical in Italian and Somali, yet 

subject extraction in Italian is from post-verbal position via 

free inversion. 1 assume this difference is due in part to 

independent factors which are peculiar to Italian. One 

possibility is that subjects in Italian are generated in post

verbal position. 

The account presented here extends quite naturally to the 

Irish data, which is noteworthy, since the Irish facts are 

particularly complex, with a distinction between AGRs and 

AGRw, reflected in the 'synthetic' and 'analytic' forms of the 

verb, and three distinct complementizers, aIl of which 

interact to determine the extraction possibilities. Irish 

provides interesting, independent corroboration. 

Finally, let us recall the crucial structure underlying 

subject extraction from sentential complement. (1) represents 

the structure created by subject extraction, before deletion 

of the intermediate trace: 

(1) ... (cp t. (c· in [IP ••• pro •..• AGRs ..• 

A subj ect cannot be extracted from the domain of AGRw in 

a structure 1 ike (1), because AGRw does not proper ly govern a 

trace and the intermediate trace cannot antecedent govern the 

extraction site, by the Minimality Condition. Therefore, 

subject extraction leaves a pro, which is licensed by AGRs and 
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must be qiven content, i.e. requiring presence of SCL. The 
intermediate trace does not antecedent govern pro, but i t does 
bind it. Therefore, the intermediate trace must delete before 
binding theory. 

This analysis relies upons the Barriers framework, which 
crucially permits an intermediate trace to bind, but not 
govern, the subject position, if a suitable head in C invokes 

the Minimality Condition. This makes precisely the correct 
prediction in the Somali case of focus extraction of a subject 
NP from a sentential complement. Since the intermediate trace 

is deleted betore binding theory, the extracted subject is not 

assiqned nominative Case. 
At the same time, subjects may be extracted over a non

governing head, e.g. the NP FP baa or ayaa (alternatively, b

or ay-) in Somali, or the complementizer aL in Irish. These 
distinctions were not readily available in pre-Barriers 
frameworks. 

l have surveyed a range of phenomena in Somali syntax and 

have attempted to account for them within the Barriers version 

of government binding theory. To the extent that features of 

Somali syntax have been correctly attributed to the human 

speech faculty, the present account achieves an improved level 
of explanatory adequacy. Somali has aIse provided strong 

evidence for sorne modifications to the theery. Only future 

study will determine whethec these proposaIs can be 

maintained. Whatever the eventual judgment, it is to be hoped 

that the analysis of Somali syntax presented here will in some 

way contribute to the larger enterprise. 
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